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New English File Culture Link enables teachers to integrate their
language teaching with topics covering Culture and CLIL. The
lessons are designed to act as a springboard for discussing current
affairs and social issues in class, enlivening the English language
lesson.

It also gives the teacher the opportunity to create learning units
based around broader themes, such as travel, road safety, the
environment, and entertainment, and to assign projects to students
for further research into the topic.

New English File Culture Link can also be used as extensions of the
topics and language syllabus of New English File Pre-intermediate
and Neu English File Intermediate.These 27 easy-to-use, self-
contained lessons focus on the following areas:

CUltUfe: Exploring aspects of the English-speaking world and
youth culture.

CU[r Presenting a variety of interdisciplinary topics.

DUD: New DVD contains seven authentic interviews to be used
alongside video worksheets and selected Culture and CLIL lessons.

Each lesson focuses on developing the four language skills, through
activities such as Reading and Speaking or Listening and Speaking.
There is also a'what do you think?' section where the students
are encouraged to offer their opinions, and these form the basis of
discussions. The lessons end with a project where students can do
further research into the topic through a series of guided activities.

o Level Bl-82
o Free audio CD for the student with listening activities and all of

the reading passages

o Teacher's notes and tapescripts available on the New English File
website www.oup.com/elt/teacher/englishf ile

o Topics suitable for Trinity and Cambridge ESOL exam
preparation
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Read the following text quickly. Put the capital cities
in order according to their populations from largest to
smallest.

Cardiff Belfast London Edinburgh

a

a

O

Edinburytr
Edinburgh is the capital of Scotland and its
second largest ciry after Clasgow. Edinburgh is in
south-east Scotland on the sourh shore of the
Firth of Forth, on the North Sea. lt is the seat of
the Scortish Parliament. Edinburgh has a total
population of around 450,000. ln August, during
the Edinburgh festival, its population doublesl
Its main artractions include Edinburgh Castle
which is at the top of an extinct volcano, and
the RoyalMile - the historical streer which leads
down from the Castle. Visitors should also take
in Holyrood House, St Ciles Cathedral, Princes
Street for shopping and the magnificent Forth
Rail Bridge on the Firth of Forth. Edinburghl most
famous park is Princes Street Gardens.

The United Kin om
The United Kingdom (UK) is made up of four countries: England, Scotland, Wales, and
Northern lreland. The four capitals of the United Kingdom's consrituenr counrries are
London (England), Edinburgh (Scotland), Cardiff (Wales), and Belfast (Northern lreland).

London is also the capiralof the UK.

London
London is the capital city of England and the UK. lt is in the south east of England, and is on rhe river
Thames. lt has a population of approximately 8 million people. London has miny famous monumenrs
such as the Tower of London, Big Ben, Buckingham Palace, and the London Eye. lt also has well-known
museLtms and galleries such as the British Museum, the National Gatlery, and Tace Modern. The

West End, with locations like Oxford Street, Leicester
Square, Covent Carden, and Piccadilly Circus is London's
entertainment and shopping district. London's tallest
building is One Canada Square in Canary Wharf. lt has
52 floors! For a big city, London has many green spaces,
for example Hyde, Sr James', and Creenwich parks. The
Houses of Parliament, in Wesrminsrer; is the home of the
Covernment of the UK.

Belfast
Belfast is the capital of Northern lreland
and its largest city. lt has a population of
approximately 280,000 people. Belfast is

on Northern lrelandl east coast, at the
mouth of the River Lagan. Many parts of
the city centre are being redeveloped. New
developments include Victoria Square, the
Cathedral Quarter and the regeneration
of the Titanic Quarter (the ocean liner
Titanic was built in Belfast). Belfast has over forry public parks. one of the most popular
is the Botanic Cardens. The Norchern lreland Assembly is in Belfast, at Stormonr.

Candiff
Cardiff, on the countryt south coast, is the capital city of Wales. The river Taffflows
through this city with a population of approximarely 321,000 people. Cardiff has many
beautiful places of interest, and is one of the top ten cities
to visit according to the British Tourist Authority. One
of the cities oldest monuments is Cardiff Castle. Other
places to visit are the Wales Millennium Centre, home
to the Welsh National Opera, the Millennium Sports
stadium, and the National Museum and Callery. Cardiffs
town centre is very green - its most famous parks are
Roath park, Carhays park and Bute park. Cardiff is also
one of the best places for shopping in the UKI



(ity (ountry Population Pla(es of interest to visit Parks Rivers

I london

2 Edinburgh

3 Belfast

4 (ardiff

c Read the text again. In pairs, complete the chart.

d In pairs, complete the sentences with London, Edinburgh, Cardiff, or Belfast.

1

2

3

4

is the city where the Titanic was built.

is one of the best cities for shopping in the UK.

has a skyscraper with 52 floors.

has a castle which is built on an extinct volcano.

LISTENING & SPEAKING

J.1, Listen to Chiara talking about her favourite place in London.
Answer the questions.

1 How often does Chiara go to London?

2 Where is her favourite place in London?

3 What is a busker?

4 What does she like doing at her favourite place?

5 What does Chiara like best about her favourite place?

What do you think?

Which is the best city in your country? Why?

Write an email (100 words) to a friend about the capital city
of your country. lnclude information on:
. where the city is

. which river flows through it

. its population

. what its famous monuments and museums are

. what young people can do there



1 SPEtiltG

ENGLISH

1 Approximately how many people speak English as their

native language?

a 150 million b 295 million c 380 million

2Tick(/) the countries where English is an official

language:

a _NewZealand f _Canada
b lndia g_Australia

c _ The Bahamas h _ South Africa

d _ Jamaica i _ United States of America

e _ Philippines

3 Match these English words with the language of their
oflgrn.

a mosquito

b shampoo

c generous

d piano

e ski

4 Match these British English words with their American
English equivalents,

a flat

b _ pavement

c rubbish

d cuftains

e _ motonivay

5 Change the spelling of these words from American
English to British English.

2

a

READING

Complete the text by putting the verbs in the correct
form.

b ', 2.1 ' Listen and check.

Match the highlighted words or phrases with a

definition.

1 accepted and approved by the government

2 connected with the place where you were born or
where you have always lived

4

5

the power to affect, change or control something or
somebody

managing relations between different countries

the designing, building and flying of aircraft

::, '.

1 French

2 ltalian

3 Nonrvegian

4 Hindi

5 Spanish

t highway

2 drapes

3 apartmenl

4 sidewalk

5 trash

a color

b center

c ry program

d gray

e favorite

1

2

3

4

5

use study spread be

Did you know.. ,?',t,, 
t ',,,, ,'' t 

,

Over 380 million people: English as

a first language, in countries such
the USA, Australia, Canada, New d

Ireland. It is also a secohd;rand'official,language

throughout the world, including India, Pakistan,

South Africa, and the Philippines.

However, English' _the most
commonly spoken native language in the world.
It is in third place behind Mandarin Chinese
and Spanish.

The areas ofscience, business, aviation,
entertainment, technology, and diplomacy all
3 English as the main language of
communication.

English n_ around the world, due to
the influence of the British Empire and the
importance of the United States, economically
and culturally, after World War II.

More people s_ English as a foreign
language in the European Union than any other.

Then comes French followed by German anSl
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a

Read the article again and mark the sentence T (true), F

(false), or DS (doesnt say). Correct the false sentences.

1 English is an official language in the UK.

2 More people speak Spanish as a native language than
English.

3 Airline pilots must be able to speak and understand
English.

4 The influence of the United States after the war
helped to spread English worldwide.

5 More people study German than French in the
European Union.

LISTENING & SPEAKING

2. In pairs, listen and match the sentence halves.

a The United States is the country with

b English speaking settlers arrived

c Noah Webster was

d In 1828 Webster

1 in North America in the 17th Century.

2 wrote An American Dictionary of the Englkh
Language.

3 the highest population of native English speakers.

4 a popular American author.

?.a Listen again and mark the sentences T (true) or
F (false). Correct the false sentences.

I The English language spread around the world
because of the British Empire.

2 British and American English have the same
grammar and vocabulary.

4

5

Noah Webster wrote his Dictionary to illustrate the
similarities between American and British English.

Webster simplified American English spellings.

American spelling today is exactly the same as in
Webstert dictionary.

Whatdoyou think?
English is one of the most widely spoken languages in
the world. How do you think it will be important for
your future?

Find out about your language, using the lnternet. Write
an article (100 words) for a school magazine. lnclude
information on:
. how many people speak the language
. in which countries people speak the language
. any dialects or different versions of the language
. how these dialects or different versions began



I LISTETIXG & SPEAKING

a In peirs' ask and enswer the questions.

Howmuch free time do you have each week?

Which of the following do you do in your free time?

listen to music chat online with friends watch TV
send text messages go shopping do sport

€s.t a 1i51"n to two British teenagers talking about
what they do in their free time. Who does the most
sport, Will or Emily?

3.1 .? Listen again and mark the sentences

T (true) or F (false). Correct the false sentences.

1 Will plays football at the weekends.

2 Will doesnt watch a lot of TV
3 Will and his friends usually go to the cinema.

4 Emily uses the Internet every day.

5 Emily reads a lot of books.

6 Emilys mum would like her to get more exercise.

d esk and answer with a partner.

1 How much do you use the Internet?

2 How many text messages do you send a day?

3 How often do you listen to music?

4 How much TV do you watch a day?

5 Do you go usually to the cinema or watch
DVDs?

6 Do you play any sports in your free time?

Look at the pie chart showing how WiIl
spends his free time each week. Would
you like to spend your free time in a
similar way? Why (not)?

I Pleylng foo6rll
I ilrylng comput r trmcr
I WetchlngTV/DVDI
,,,,' Llrtrnlng to murlc
I Rodln3

o

o
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for
Many people are worried that teenagers today

'- getting enough exercise in their free

time. The popularity of computers, mobite phones

and modern techno[ogy means young people are

less time doing activities [ike sport and

more time [ooking at computer screens and mobile

pads. Lack of exercise [eads to health problems

t survey in the UK showed

for 1,6 hours or

are 3 the Internet

per week. In China, the

Government a so worried about teenagers

becoming addicted the Internet that it is
ng the number of hours that

they can spend on[i and encouraging them to

time.

READING & SPEAKING

Read the text about teenagers and their free time and

complete it with the words in the box.

using arent spending is thinking
isolating learning use

b Read the text again. In pairs, answer the questions.

I According to the text, why are teenagers doing less

2

3

exercise in their free time?

Why is it important to exercise?

How may hours a week do some people use the

Internet?

What does the Chinese Government want to do?

Why are some teenagers spending less time with their
friends?

How can the Internet help young people to socialise?

4

5

c Match the highli$htEd words with the correct
definitions.

1 communicating with someone

2 unable to stop doing something

3 stopping or limiting someone

4 the buttons on a phone

5 a reasonable amount

6 carefulness

What do you think?

Do young people in your country get enough exercise?

Why (not)?

How often do you use computers? What for?

Do you think the Government should control how
people use computers at home? Why (not)?

: of restri

do more sport in thei

Health problems arer

computers, teenagers

their friends and more

teenagers 6

and texL

bot

argue that the_,Intdrnet offers its own form of

sociaI interaction: young peopte can chat, talk

nternet, send emaiLs

ie7 themselves
8 how to socialize and

in society prop-erti7. However, some peop[e

iand dislikes, music tastes, what's

e on[y issue. Thanks to

spending [ess time with

on their own. When

, iind'comrmunicate with each other

thing but it is impO,rtant to use it with caution

and in modeiationii'

E

Conduct a survey in your class. Find out how people spend

their free time. Look at the results and draw a pie chart.
Write a short report (100 words). lnclude information on:

. the most popular activities

. the least popular activities

. any interesting or unusual activities
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a

LISTENING & SPEAKING

In pairs, answer the questions about age limits in the UK.
Circle a, b, or c. Compare with another pair.

1 to vote?

a 16 b 18

2 to buy alcohol?

a 16 b 18

3 to buy cigarettes?

a14 b16 c18

to drive a motorbike up to 50cc?

a14 b 16 c17

before you can get married?

a16 b18 c20

before you can leave school?

a14 b16 c18

to buy a National Lottery ticket?

a14 b 16 c17

to get a tattoo?

c21

c21

a14 b16 c18

9 to have a bank account?

afrombirth b5 c10

b 4.1 ,' Listen and check.



politics jobs cars

parly debate army

READING & SPEAKING

Read the article and complete it with the words from below.

SPEAKI NG

Imagine you can vote. What issues are important to
you? Choose your three most important issues from the
list below.

I Cheaper trains and buses _
2 Global warming and recycling _
3 Better health care

4 Drugs and crime _
5 Bullying _
6 Vandalism

7 Stoooins terrorism

8 Animal rishts

In groups, compare opinions. Which issue does your
group think is the most important?

Write some notes and prepare a presentation. Include
information on:

. your group's most important issue.

. your reasons for choosing it.

o solutions to the problem.

What do you think?

In the UK, you can join the army at 16 but only vote
when you are 18. Is this the same in your country? Do
you think this is right? Why (not)?

What age do you think young people should be able to
vote?

Write a paragraph (100 words) describing the different age

limits in your country. lnclude information on:

When you can...
. vote
. buy alcohol/cigarettes
. drive a motorbike/car
. leave school

. get married

home
decisions

=, 
n: ;::':,;-,r,,, -;.1[''j ICI UoIE

^ct to lower the votins ase to 16 0 ll0T
roseinfavouroflowerinsltaroue I0 TE

:-at it is unfair that you can loin the
2_ at that age but not

:loose your Prime Minister. They say that many 16

',ear olds have 3- and pay taxes and so they

should be allowed to vote for the political

:hat best represents their needs. However, those in
iavour of keeping the voting age at 18 argue that many
'16-year-olds don't know enough about politics to make

informed 5 about who to vote for. A lot of

16-year-olds still go to school and live at 6_ with

their parents. They don't all pay taxes, they can't dnve

Government's policies don't affect them. Many 16-year-

olds are not interested in voting anyway and often find

and they usually don't own houses, so most

boring. They wouldn't know who to vote for so

therefore it's best to keep the age limit at 18.

b Work in pairs, A and B. A make a list of arguments
for lowering the voting age, B make a list of arguments
for not changing the voting age. Add your own ideas.

A

Why the voting age should be 16

B

Why the voting age should be l8

c Share your ideas and complete the table.

, get married 
i

,..and whether you think these are the right age limits or not. 
i

-*._.*__J



READING & LISTENING

In pairs, ask and ans\ver the questions

Are the roads in your country sal'e? Why (not)?

Look at tI-re photos belorv. Why do you think
these things can be dangerous to roird users?

Give reasons for your answer.

a

a

ffiomd sffi
The 27th ApriIis European Road Safety Dayfor

young road users. It's aim is to educate young road

users to 1 road safety, and to reduce by

50 percent the number of road accjdents in Europe

within two years. Road accidents are the main cause

of death in Europe 2 between the ages

of 10 and 24.0n 27th April, many schools in Europe

organize speciaI events, for exampte discussions,

workshops, and poster exhibitions to promote a road

safety cu[ture.

Each year 40,000 people die on the roads in Europe

in road accidents. 0ne third offataL accidents are

caused by drivers

0ther causes ofaccjdents are drinking and driving,

or driving under the effect of drugs or medicjne;

drivers and passengers a or moped riders

not wearing a crash helmet, and road users not

res pecti n g

Read the article and put phrases A-E in the correct piaces.

-\ road signs or narkings

B tbr r-oung people

C clriving too first

D think more about

E not uearing seat belts

5.1 Listen and check yclur answers.

@*WfS -4 Learning to drive



READING & SPEAKING

Read the article. In pairs, answer the questions.

\ilrat three things must you not do if you are driving?

\\trat do you think the title means?

b Read the article again and answer the questions.

1 What are the effects on you if you have drunk alcohol
and drive?

3

4

What is a safe amount of alcohol to drink if you are

driving?

How can drugs effect your driving?

Why are mobile phones dangerous when you are

driving?

Why are mobile phones dangerous if you are a

pedestrian?

c In pairs, underline anv words or Dhrases vou don't
know. Try to guess their meaning. Then check them in
your dictionary. Choose five to learn.

What do you think?

What do you think young people should do to improve
their road safety?

You are going to organize a special event for European Road

Safety Day in your school next year. Design a poster for the day
and plan an activity for your class. lnclude information on:
. what the Road Safety Day is

. when it is

. what the aims are

. what event your school is organizing

. what time the event starts

. how students can participate

@OVO 3 Learningto drive



1 READING & VOCABULARY

a Ask and answer the questions in pairs.

Do you know anyone that has been bullied? What
happened?

Have you every been bullied? When? What
happened?

Read the text and match the words with
their definitions.

I
2

J

4

to respect yourself

a piece of news about someone that might not be true

to behave unfairly or in a cruel way towards someone

belief that somebody / something is good, honest, or
sincere

something that happens

being sure about your own abilities

5

6

Bullying is when a person is by an individual

or group of people. lt can involve hitting, threatening or

intimidating someone, spreading or encouraging

others to reject or exclude someone, Cyber-bullies send

people nasty texts, emails or write horrible things about

the person they are bullying on lnternet blogs. Almost

30 percent of teenagers in the United States have been

involved in bullying as either a bully or a target of bullying

or both. Bullying can make you feel anxious and afraid. lt
can affect your concentration in school and can make you

want to avoid school in some cases. lt also affects your

. However, many successful adults were bullied

when they were young for example David Beckham and Tom

Cruise!

2

You can talk to your parents or an adult that you . You

can also tell a friend what is happening and ask him / her

to help you. lf the bullying happens at school you can tell a

teacher or your headmaster / mistress.

You should not show that you are angry or upset. Bullies

want to get a reaction. lf you are calm, and hide your

emotions, they may stop. lgnore hurtful emails or texts and

you will show that you do not care. lt's best not to fight back.

Often bullies are very strong and you may make the situation

worse. lt is a good idea to try and avoid being alone in the
places where you know the bully is likely to pick on you. This

might mean changing the way you go to school or avoiding

parts of the school. Keep a diary about what is happening.

Write down details of the and how you feel.

4

Bullying can affect how you feel about yourself. Sometimes

you feel alone if you are bullied, so it is important to make

new friendships with people who share your interests. You

could join a sports club outside of school or participate in

extra-curricular activities. Be

It is not all good news for Bullies! Many schools in the United

Kingdom and United States of America are introducing

programmes to reduce bullying and also to enforce rules

against bullying.



R.ead the text again and put the headings in the correct
place.

How can I feel better about myself?

\\'trat should you do if you are being bullied?

\\'tro should you tell if you are being bullied?

\\'trat is bullying?

Read the article again and match the sentence halves.

I Ignore hurtful emails and texts

2 You should not show

3 Youcantalkto

4 Keep a diary about

a that you are angry or upset.

b a parent or an adult you trust.

c and you will show that you do not care.

d what is happening.

LISTENING & SPEAKING

6.1 Listen to Anthea talk about being bullied at school.
Mark the sentences T (true) or F (false), correct the
false sentences.

1 Anthea was bullied at primary school.

2 The bullywas called Michael.

3 Anthea's nickname was tow'.

4 She got her nickname because she had a double chin.

5 Bullying made Anthea feel physically sick.

6 When she left school she became a journalist.

6.1 ,ll Listen again and

I I will never forget my

complete the sentences.

2

3

4

5

6

I had terrible

was goati

stomach.

My name was no longer Anthea

Sticks and stones

never hurt me.

What do you think?
Do you think you should tell your teacher if you are
being bullied. Why (not)?

My

Write a short article (100 words) about cyber-bullying, Use

the lnternet or magazines to help you.

I nclude information on:
. what cyber-bullying is

. what cyber-bullies do

. how you can protect yourselffrom a cyber-bully



1 READING & VOCABULARY

In pairs, ask and answer the questions.

o Do you like school? Why (not)?

o What is your favourite subject? Why?

Look at the table showing the different school systems

in the United Kingdom and the United States. Complete
the chart with information about your country.

c Read the text and match the words with
their definitions.

1 a programme of study for schools.

2 the final two years of secondary school

3 something that must be done

4 to move on

In pairs, cover the text and answer the questions from
memory.

I What are the ages of compulsory education in the UK?

2 What is a grammar school?

3 When do students take GCSE exams? How many do
they take?

4 What school subjects do students study in the first
three years ofsecondary school?

5 What is streaming?

Education in the United Kingdo
In the United Kingdom it is compulsory to go to
school between the ages of five and sixteen, which
means students have to go to primary school and
then secondary school. There are different types

of secondary school, such as Grammar Schools or
Academies. Some secondary schools are private.
These are called Independent Schools or Public
Schools. Schools in England, \X/ales, and Northern
Ireland follow the National Curriculum, which
means that all schools follow the same syllabus.

Scotland has its own Curriculum. In the UK,
students automatically progress to the next
level ofyear, and do not repeat the year even if
they fail the end of year exams. In the first three
years ofsecondary education students study
English, Maths, Science, Design and Technology,
Information and Communication Technoiogy
(ICT), History, Geography, Modern Foreign
languages, Music, Physical Education, Citizenship
and Religious Education. Then they choose

between eight and ten subjects to study for GCSE
(General Certificate of Secondary Education) exams

when they rre 75. After two years in the sixth form
they take an average of 3 A-level (Advanced Level)
examinations. Some schools, especially for subjects
such as Maths, English, and Modern Languages,

divide pupils according to ability into groups, for
example A, B, C, D. This is called streaming.

r,,rSqhool Syrtem in the
' Unit6d lfiilgdoin,:i:,,l1r,

My Country

age 3-5
Nursery School

age 5-6
l(indergarten

age 5-1 1

Primary School

age 5-11

Elementary School

age 11-16

Secondary 5chool

age l1-14
Junior High School

l6-18
Secondary School

- sixth form

age 14-18

Senior High School

@ OVOT An American in Britain



READING & SPEAKING

Read the article about schools in the
United States of America. Put phrases A-D
in the correct places.

A you can choose to do

B with Elementary School

C students go to Junior High School

D compulsory education

Education in the USA
In the USA 1 begins tttheageofsix2 and
then depending on the state, children can leave at the age of 16 or
18. Between the ages of 7l arrd 14 1 and then atT4they
go to Senior High School where in grade 12 (the finalyear of High
School) they get their High School Diploma. Students study Science,

Mathematics, English, Social Science, and Physical Education as well

as other subiects called 'elecrives'. These are subiects +

for example Visual Arts, Technology, Foreign Languages, Computer
Science, and Drama.

ai

3

I

LISTENING & SPEAKING

ln pairs, ask and answer the question.

Would you like to wear a school uniform? Why (not)?

7.1 In Britain students wear a school uniform.
Listen to three students talking about their school
uniforms. Complete the chart.

Whatdoyou think?

ffi In some schools in the UK, especially for subjects such
as Maths, English, and Modern Languages, schools
stream pupils on ability. Do you think this is a good
idea? Why (not)?

What are the advantages and disadvantages? Give
reasons for your answers.

Write an email (100 words) to a penfriend telling him or her

about your school and your school day.

I nclude information on:
. where your school is

. school hours

. what year you are in

. where you have lunch

. what subjects you study

@ OVOT An American in Britain
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LISTENING & SPEAKING

What do you know about these festivals and
celebrations? In pairs, ask and answer the questions.

1 Where do people celebrate Thanksgiving?

2 When do people celebrate Thanksgiving?

3 What is Hogmanay?

4 Where is it celebrated?

5 Who was Guy Fawkes?

6 When do people celebrate Bonfire Night?

7 Was Halloween originally an American festival?

8 Where does the name'Halloween come from?

b 8'1 In pairs, listen and check your answers.

READ I NG

Read the texts and put the phrases A-H in the correct
places.

A with fireworks and a big bonfire

B sing Auld Lang Syne

C tradition of bobbing for apples

D gifts of coal and whisky

E ghosts ofthe dead

F discovered the plot

G in a ship called the Mayflower

H became a National Holiday in America in 1863

Read the texts again and mark the sentences T (true) or
F (false). Correct the false ones.

1 The first Canadian Thanksgiving was in 1620.

2 First footing is the Scottish tradition of the first
person to enter a house before midnight.

3 The Hogmanay celebrations in Edinburgh last for
four days.

4 Guy Fawkes planned to blow up the Houses of
Parliament by himself.

5 The Celts celebrated their NewYear on the 3Ist
October.

6 The Irish brought Halloween to America in the 20th
Century.

LISTEN ING

8.2 Listen to Sam talking about how he celebrates

Christmas. Where does he go on Christmas Day?

8.2 Listen again and answer the questions.

I Where is Sam from?

2 What is the weather like in Australia at Christmas?

3 What is the Carols by Candlelight Festival?

4 When does Sam open his Christmas presents.

5 Does Sam like Christmas?

3

a



!rck. A tall, dark, handsome man is supposed to bring tfie 4ost tuckl

Some people think this iS be0ause in the past, a man w'ttl'l-dark hair

r,ras welcome as people presumed he was Scottish; a blond or red-

,:aired man could have been an unwelcome Viking. At midnight,

Halloween are much older. lt was

originally .a::'gtla'. festival called

Samhain. The Celts celebrated

their New Year on the lst
November, which marked the end of

the summer and the beginningoy the Scottish poet Roberl Burns. This is now sung in many countries.

Edinburgh holds one of the biggest and most famous Hogmanay

celebrations. There is a big street pafiy and the celebrations usually

last for four days, from 29th December to the 1 st January..

oeople 4
, a traditional poem reinterpreted

ln 
.1605, 

there was a plot to blow up the Houses of Parliament in

t-ondon. Thirleen Catholic men, including Guy Fawkes, planned to

<ill the Protestant King James I and all the English politicians. They

thought the King was persecuting their religion. They put thitty-six

barrels of gunpowder in a cellar under the Parliament. However, the

King 5 and sent his men to stop them. 0n

the 5th November, 1605, they caught Guy Fawkes in the cellar with

the gunpowder. They torlured and executed him. After this, people lit

bonfires to celebrate the safety of the King.

The Sth November is called Bonfire Night and it is celebrated every

year by people in England b Children make

a puppet called a'Guy' to burn on the bonfire. Even today, when the

Oueen enters Parliament for the State

0pening of Parliament, it is traditional to

search the cellars before she enters.

Halloween is celebrated on the 31st

0ctober Many people think it is an

America tradition, but the origins of

Hh;if: ud$ ins;u f:E+imEa?

- .: \\rhich is vottr favourite festival it.t \.our countn'?

. ' Holr, clo vou celebrate it?

of the winter. They believed t1-.-:...-

that the night before the New Year, the boundary between

the worlds of the living and the dead became blurred and

the 7 ,,- returned to eafth. The Romans

conquered the Celts and spread Christianity throughout their

lands. Samhain became parl of other Roman traditions that

took place in 0ctober, such as their day to honour Pomona,

the Roman goddess of fruit and trees. The symbol of

Pomona is the apple, -T:i 
#il_explain 

the orisin of the

I
I
I
g

t
p

I
li

I

It was a Christian tradition to dedicate a day to remembering

saints and maftyrs and in AD 609, Pope Boniface lV designated

13th May as this day. ln AD 837, Pope Gregory lV changed the

date to the lst November. This was called All Saints' Day or All

Hallows' Day. The night before was All Hallows' Eve (Halloween).

lrish immigrants bought the custom of Halloween to America

in the 1840s. Today, people in many countries celebrate and

go to Halloween pafties and children go from house to house knocking

on doors chanting

'Trick or Treat'

and people either

give them some

sweets to eat or

the children play a

trick on them.

Write a paragraph (100 words)describing the most popular
festival in your country. lnclude information on:

. when it is

. what its origins are

. how you are going to celebrate it this year
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superstitior /,supa'strJn; ,sju:-/ noun [c,u] a
belief that cannot be explained by reason or sci-
ence'. According to superstition, ifs unlucky to
walk under a lodder. > superstitious /,sulpa-
'strJes; ,sju:-/ odj'. I never do anything importont
on Friday 13th - l'm superstitious.

(from Oxford Students

LISTENING & SPEAKING

In pairs, ask and answer the questions.

o Are you superstitious? Why (not)?

o Do you know anyone who is?

o What superstitions do they have?

Look at the pictures. In pairs, ask and answer the
questions.

1 Do any of these things bring good or bad luck in your
country?

2 Do any of the things stop bad luck?

9.1 Listen to three teenagers talking about
superstitions in their country. Fill the chart with the
information.

9.1 Listen again and mark the sentences T (true) or
F (false). Correct the false ones.

1 If you break a mirror in England it brings seven years

2

3

4

ofgood luck.

A white rabbit brings bad luck in England.

The number thirteen is a lucky number in America.

If you spill salt, to stop the bad luck you must throw
some over your left shoulder.

Black cats are unlucky in the USA.

Brides in England wear something pink on their
wedding day.

5

6

READING & SPEAKING

Read the article and match the highlighted words with
their definition.

I dangerous or cruel

2 a black bird that looks like a crow

3 to cut offfeathers

4 a guard at the Tower of London

5 the person who keeps ravens

6 a place to live and to sleep

7 baby birds

Cover the text. In pairs, answer the questions from
memory.

I What will happen if the ravens leave the Tower of
London?

2 How many ravens must be kept there?

3 Who do historians think started this legend?

4 How do they stop the ravens from flying away?

5 Who Iooks after the ravens?

2

a

Things that bilng
good luck

Things that bring

bad luck

Ihings that stop bad

Iu<k

t\
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O( ONDON
fr n some parts of the worLd the rayen ts considered a bad

fl o 
^. 

n and a sy mb ol, of the sup er natur al., b * tn tlrc LLK the

rav en Ls v ery tmp ortant indeed. k Legend connected to the

Tow er of Lo ndo n s ay s that s tx r av ens must Lw e ther e. lf the

ravens fly away the yeat whtte Tower wtLL faLL down and

tlrcrewtLl.be aterrtbLe disaster tnEngland.Tlis Legend ts so

estabLishedthat the Brtttsh government pays {or stx ravens

to b e kept at the Tow er of London, To sto p the btr ds flylng

away one of thetr wtngs is cLLpVed - a sLmpLe operationthat

does nothurttherayen.

thinktlrat KtngClurLes ll (1630-1685) was

monarchwhofirstdecLaredthatthebtrdsshouLd

kep t at tlrc Tow er t o p r ev e nt dts aste r. The r ay e ns

evenhave Rreris Lodgtngs, and aBeefeater has

the job o( Raven Master at tlrc Tower, taktng

car e o f thetr f ee dtng and w eLL-b elng, Rav ens can

be qutteviclous btrds andthey onLy respondto

the Rav en Master. lLe butLds a

wlth. the ravens as he takes the fl.edgLLngs

tnto hts home and hand cares for them

for six weelcs. Thousands of vlsltors {rom

all. over the worLdvtstt the rayens at the
Tower of Londonevery day.

What do you think?

>l]i-z Which superstitions do you haye in your country?

)S' no you think people should believe in superstitions?
Why (not)?

' Many superstitions have ancient origins. Choose 3
superstition that some people believe in your country. Find :

out more about it. Use the lnternet to help you, Write a short ,: 
presentation (100 words). lnclude information on: :

. what the superstition is '

. what its origins are

. if it brings good luck or bad luck :



READING & SPEAKING

In pairs, ask and answer the questions.

o How old do you have to be to get a job in your country?

o Do you or your friends have a part time job? If so, how
many hours do you work a week?

Read the Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) about
teenagers and work in the UK. Match the questions A-H
with the correct answers 1-7.

A When can children work?

B What kinds of part time jobs can teenagers do?

C How many hours can 13 and 14 year olds work?

D How much money do teenagers get paid for working?

E How old do children haye to be before they can work?

F What about working during the school holidays?

G What do teenagers need to start working?

H Are the rules different for older teenagers?

Read the FAQ again. Talk to a partner.

1 Are the rules the same in your country?

2 What kinds of part-time jobs can teenagers do in your
country?

3 Are they the same as in the UK?

ln the UK, children are not ltgth allowed

to work until theY are 13'

If it's a school day, 13 and 14-year-olds can work

up to 2 hours in one day, either between 7 a.m. to

the start of school or from when the school closes

to 7 p.m. On Saturdays they can work up to 5 hours

between 7 a.m. and 7 p.m, and on Sundays up to

2 hours between 7 a.m' and 11 a.m.

@OVO 5 Workingwith animals
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e l0.l Listen to three teenagers talking about their part
:rne iobs. Complete the chart.

ftrson Job I ke?

I lessica yes/no

2 Aler yes/no

3 lsabel yes/no

1o.1 Listen again and answer the questions.

1 How many hours a week does ]essica work?

2 How much does fessica get paid?

3 Does Alex work at the weekend?

{ What time does Alex start work?

5 What hours does Isabel work on Saturdays?

6 How much does she get paid?

c J,o2u)ts, as)rand answer theguesfions.

1 Which of these 3 part time jobs would you like to do

and why?

2 What would be your ideal part time job?

What do you think?

In the UK, workers under 16 often dont get paid the
National Minimum Wage. Is this fair? Why (not)?

Many people believe teenagers should concentrate
on studying instead of having part-time jobs. Do you
agree? Why (not)?

Write a short description (100 words) of your ideal part time
job for a school magazine. lnclude information on:
. what you do
. how many hours you work
. how much you get paid

It depends on the kind ofwork, but could be anything up

to around f,4 per hour. There is a National Minimum Wage

in the UK but this doesn't apply to workers under 16.

I

I

Yes, they are. 15 and 16-year-"'* ttl::*,:: *
to 8 hours on Saturdays "'d'p 

to a maximum of

;;il;;; ;;;week duiing school holidaYs'

@OVO 5 Workingwith animals
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LISTENING

In pairs, answer the questions.

o Can you name any famous universities in the UK / USA?

o Which is the oldest university in the world?

,.:t1.1 Listen to the descriptions of Oxford University
and Harvard University. Match the sentences with the
universities. Write O or H.

1 
- 

It is the oldest university in the English speaking

world.

2 ltwas founded in 1636.

3 _ The University established its first Halls of
Residence in the 13th Century.

4 
- 

More than 18,000 students study here.

5 
- 

it has one of the biggest libraries in the world.

6 
- 

Women became members of the University in
t920.

,.rr,11.1 Listen again and answer these questions.

1 Where is the city of Oxford?

2 Why did Oxford University develop rapidly from
1167 onwards?

3 Why did Oxford University establish Halls of
Residence?

4 Who is Harvard University named after?

5 Why is the University named after him?

6 How big is the Harvard Library today?

READING & SPEAKING

Read the article about applying to university in the UK
and complete it with the words from below.

application unconditional offer
statement courses subject

Applying to University

lf you want to go to university in the UK, you have

to apply through the UCAS (University and Colleges

Admissions Services) website. ln most cases, your

in by the middle of the

January of the yearyou want to start university. You

can choose up to 6ve courses in different universities.

UCAS sends your application to the universities of
your choice, who decide whether or not to make

you an '_of a place. You receive offers

or rejections from all five universities by 28th March.

Some offers are conditional and depend on your

grades in your school exams and some offers are
I

When you apply, you also have to write a personal

. This is a description of yourself and

why you are interested in studying the subject you

want to study.

ln the UK, most degree s last between

three and four years. You have to take exams each

year usually in June. At the end of the course, you

take your final exams. lf you pass, you get

a Bachelor: of Arts degree (BA), a Bachelor

of Science degree (BSc), or a Bachelor of Education

degree (BEd), depending on the t_ you

studied.

Read the article again and answer the questions.

1 What is UCAS?

2 When do you send your application to UCAS?

3 When do you know if you have a place at university?

4 What is the personal statement?

5 What are the names of degrees in the United Kingdom?



READI NG

Read the introduction to the article. What is a gap'year?

\ow read all the article. Match the highlighted words
rrith the definitions.

1 you dont know whats going to happen or what it will
be like

2 start to feel comfortable doing something new

3 something you choose to do

4 connected with the sea and the creatures and plants
that live there

5 the possibility of something happening

In pairs, read the article again and answer the questions.

1 Where is Helen teaching?

2 Why was it hard for her at first?

3 What does she think of India?

4 What does Tom want to study at university?

5 Why did Tom decide to go to Mexico?

6 What skills has he learnt on his gap year?.

What do you think?

*,K Oo you want to go to university? Why (not)?

If so, what do you want to study? Why?

ffi Would you like to go to university abroad? Why (not)?

If so, where would you like to go?

lmagine you are planning a gap year when you finish school
before starting to work or going to universiry,

Write a short essay (150 words) describing what you would
like to do. lnclude information on:
. where you want to go
. what you want to do
. why you want to do this

In the UK, lots of students take a gap year before going

to college or university. A gap year is a year out of study

where they do something else. Many students take this

opportunity to travel and work abroad. Many of them

do voluntary work. It's a chance to get more experience,

learn new skills and see a bit of the world. Helen and Tom

are taking a gap year before going to University. Let's see

what they have to say.

HELEN: I'm spending my

gap year teaching English

in a school in the south of
India. It's very interesting

and I've made a lot of
friends here. It was very

hard at first, as we didn't

have much training before

we came but the students at

the school were very friendly and we seltled in quite quickly.

India is a beautiful country, but it cqn be very chaotic and

unpredictable so you have to be prepared. I like teaching

children a lot and I think I'd like to become a teacher when I
leave university.

TOM: I want to study Marine Biology at university so

I decided to come to Mexico on a marine conservation

and research expedition. I'm nearly at the end of my nine

months here and it has been the best experience on my lfe.

I've learnt how to scuba dive and identify over a hundred

types of fish. I also helped the local villagers rebuild their

homes after a hurricane hit.

I've learnt how valuable and

fragile our environment is

and how we must protect it.
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LISTENING & SPEAKING

In pairs, match the following sports with the photos:

- 
canoeing 

- 
surfing 

- 
rugby 

- 
abseiling

- 
parachuting 

- 
basketball

In pairs, answer the questions.

o Have you ever tried any ofthese sports?

Would you like to?

o What do you usually do during your summer
holiday?

12.1 Look at the adverts for summer camps.

Listen to Megan and George talking about their
summer holiday. Which camps did they go to?

Look at the adverts for summer camps again.

Discuss in pairs which one would you like to go

on and why?

Spend your summer at one of our wonderful water
world camps. We'L[ make sure you have a fantastic

time! We offer canoeing, raft buitding, surfing,
windsurfing, wakeboarding and Lots more. There are

also 3 swimming poo[s on site and a variety of water
slides. What better way to enjoy yourself

this summer!

I

The opportunity to spend your whole summer playing

the sports you love. We give you the chance to play over

20 different types of sports including football, basketball,

volleyball, tennis and rugby. We also have professional

coaches to help you practice your skills. You'll have a

great time!

our summer comps. You con pointyour own mug, design

your own T-shirt, ond moke your own iewellery. These ore

iust o fuw of lhe greot oclivilies on offer. So if you'rc lired

of lhe usuol summer sports compt why not give

Art Attock o try!

illlr :ll I t

Il youte looking for excitement this is the summer
camp for you. We guarantee you'll have an action-

packed week, with activities ranging lrom mountain
biking to abseiling, parachuting to quad biking.

There's also speed sailing for the more adventurous
among you. There's no time to be bored at our

summer camp!

Wee
We ofter hundreds opporfiJnities on



2 READING

a Look at the title of the article. What do you think it is
about? Read the introduction. Why do some people
nhrink teenagers have too much free time?

b ln palrs, try to guess the meaning of the highlighted
rr-ords. Match them with their definitions.

I busy

2 something that must be done because of a law or rule

3 without anyone in charge to make sure everlthing is
safe / under control

4 difficult to control or manage

5 detailed arrangements and organised things someone
is doing

c Now read the article and answer the questions.

I How long is a tlpical school day in the UK?

2 Do British teenagers spend more time with their
friends or their family?

3 Why do some people think after-school clubs will
keep teenagers out oftrouble?

4 What is the reason many schools dont do activities
like drama and arts.

5 What do most students have to do after school?

What do you think?
How long is the school day in your country?
Do you go to any after-school clubs or activities? Why
(not)?

Do you think after-school clubs should be
compulsory?'v\hy (not) ?

Write an email (100 words) ro your friend describing what
yo-u would like to do for your next summer holiday. include
information on:
. where you want to go
. who you want to go with
. what you want to do

Too rnuch free time?
ln the UK, the school summer ho[idays are usually
yery long and many parents send their children to
surnmer carnps to keep them occupied. However,

the summer holiday is not the only time young
people need to be kept busy. School usually starts
at 9 a.rn, and finishes around 3.30 p,m. in the
UK. Many people are concerned that this means

students have toq much unsupervised free,time
after school.

Ac-cording to a recent study in the UK British :

S

their fr:iends than with their parqnts or oth r adults.

elpect students to st6y after school,hours. Most
students also have homework to do, Also yo ng
people need so time to relax, not every minute

a

t

T_



READING & SPEAKING

In pairs, ask and answer the questions.

o How often do you Iisten to music?

o Do you watch MTV?

o What is your favourite music video?

b Read about MTV and complete the text with the
correct verb in the right form.

promote broadcast continue present show
Iaunch see accompany play base

Cover the text. Mark the sentences T (true) or
F (false). Correct the false sentences.

I MTV is based in Los Angeles.

2 MTV launched in 1981.

3 The video presenters are called Dls.

4 The first video to be shown on MTV was

Thr iller by Michael lackson.

5 The Osbournes is a realitv sho'n.

On l August 1981, at 12:01 am,M :MusicTelevlsion

launched with the words "Ladies and gentlemen, rock and

rolll" Those words were 2 by the origrnal MTV

theme song, pI g over a fi1m chp of theApollo I1 moon

larding The first video 3_ on MTV was Tideo

Killed the Radio SfarbyThe Buggles TheVls orVideo
jockeys presented the music videos,

In the i 980s, music r,rdeos were often promotional or concert

clips. Then record companies 4 the potential of

MTV as a tool to gam recogrnition and publicrty for musicians,

So they bega-n to create increasingly elaborate video

performers of the l9BOs became famous on MTV including

The Pohce, Durar Dr.ran, Madonna and MichaelJackson He

became the first black artist to have a video on the charnel,

His l4-minute long muslc video for Thrillerwas often

twice in an hour, In 1984 there were the first

MTVVideo Music Awards show

DurLng the 1990s MTV other programmes on

its chamelncludrng a music news show and cartoons with
mature themes, for ex le Beans and Butt-head.In2002,

MTV 7 the first episode of a realtty show called

The Osbournes, It is on the everyday [fe of
Ozzy Osbourne and his children. Today MTV e

television shows and 10 to be a point of reference

for teenagers ar.ld young adults all over the worid,

@Wn '! A radio acto:
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LISTET{ING & SPEAKING

P:<pare \-our answers to these questions.

Xt-hat is the best concert you have ever seen?

\t-hat concert was it?

\ttrere was it?

\t'lro was taking part?

Were you there or did you see it on television?

What did you like about it?

Ask and answer with a partner.

13.1 Read and listen to the text about Madonna. Then
cover it and answer the questions below from memory.

I What was Madonna's real name?

2 Where was she born?

3 Why did she leave home in 1978?

4 What other art forms is Madonna famous for?

5 What is the name of Madonna's fashion line?

Cover the text. In pairs, can you remember what these
numbers or dates refer to?

25 t963 t978 1980 3s t.2

What do you think?

>* Do you download music from the Internet? Why
(not)?

ft Many people think the Internet is killing the music
industry. Do you agree? Why (not)?

Write a short biography (100 words) about the life and career
of your favourite pop star or group. lnclude information on:
. where they were born
. their life before they were famous
. why they are famous
. where they live now
. special achievements
. what you like about them

It

J

6

books and has created a

fashion line for the store
H&M calledMbyMadonna.

Madonna Louise Ciccone

was born in Bay City
Michigan in 1958. Her
father was an Italian-
American from Pacentro
inAbyuzzo.She was
raised in a catholic family
Madonna's nrother died
in 1963.As a child she
persuaded her father
to send her to ballet
lessons and in 1978 when
she finished high school
she moved to NewYork
to begin a dance career,

Madonna said when she

wentto NewYorkitwas
time s

&

The Queen of Pop
One of the most famous
and successful female
singers in the history of
pop music is Madonna,
She became famous
on MTVin the 1980s

and continues to use

MTVto markether
music. Millions of young
people go to her live
perfotmances all over
the world which are
both theatrical and
musical productions.
Her Confessions Tour in

. 2006was one of the most
i successfultours everby
{$a
{t
s

! ofDmillion.Forthepast
25

@ OVO 1 A radio actor



READING & SPEAKING

In pairs, ask and answer the questions.

o Do you like shopping?

o Where do you go shopping?

Local shops Town centre Shopping centre

Supermarket Internet Market

o How much do you spend on shopping a month?

Work in pairs, A and B. A read about Oxford Street, B

read about Fifth Avenue.

Share your information and complete the chart.

What have the two streets got in common? What's
different about them?

Underline five words / phrases in either text that you
want to remember.

WRITING

Write an email to a penfriend about the main shopping
street in your town or nearest town.

Include information on:

o Where it is

o How many shops it has

o Other information

Oxford Street

0x f r:rr""j Si rEil E

Oxford Street in London's West End is 2km long

and has over 300 shops. lt is the world's longest

shopping street! lt begins at Marble Arch, goes

through Oxford Circus and finishes at the junction

between Charing Cross Road andTottenham Court

Road. lt is the major shopping street in central

London, but it is not the most expensive. Many

department stores and hundreds of smaller shops

are located on Oxford Street. Self ridges is one of

the oldest and most famous department stores

there. Other major stores are Marks and Spencer,

H&M, Niketown, Zara, Topshop, and GAP.fhe

HMV slore at 150 Oxford Street, is Europe's largest

music shop. At Christmas the street is decorated

wrth Christmas lights. ln November a famous actor

or pop star turns on the lights and they remain on

until 6 January. Oxford Street has four tube

stations - Marble Arch, Bond Street, Oxford Circus

and Tottenham Court Road.

0xford Street tifth Avenue

Location

Where the streets

begin and end

Famous Shops /
Buildings

0ther information

@OvO4 Fashion and shopping



Fifth Avenue

Fifth Avenue

Fifth Avenue is in the centre of Manhattan in

NewYork City and is one of the main shopping

streets in the world. Fifth Avenue begins at

Washington Square Park in Greenwich Village and

runs along the eastern side of Central Park and

ends at the Harlem River at 142nd Street. lt is the

dividing line for streets in Manhattan which means

it is the zero-numbering point for Manhattan's

street addresses. Many famous shops are located

on Fifth Avenue including Tiffany and Cartier the
jewellers, Abercrombie & Fitch and Apple's glass

cube, which is the entrance for its underground

rore. Many of NewYork's landmarks are on Fifth

Avenue, including the Guggenheim Museum, the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Empire State

Building, the Rockefeller Centre, and Saint Patrick's

Cathedral.

LISTENING &
SPEAKI NG

Ask and answer with a partner.

o Does your town / region
have a shopping centre?

o Where is it?

o How can you get there?

How many shops has it got?

What is your favourite shop
there?

b ,14.1:r:r Listen to information
about two shopping centres in the United Kingdom.
Which shopping centre is the biggest?

c 14.1 Listen again and mark the sentences T (true) or
F (false). Correct the false sentences.

1 The Metro Centre has 330 shops.

2 The Metro Centre is in Scotland.

3 You can watch films at the Metro Centre.

4 The Metro Centre is closed on Sunday.

5 Bluewater is near London.

6 You can go ice-skating at Bluewater.

What do you think?

* tvtu"y shopping centres in the UK have a code of
conduct. Some rules are that you must not swear;
you must not wear clothing that covers your face
(including hoods and baseball caps); you cannot walk
around the centre in groups of more than five people
without the intention to shop.

Do you think this is a good idea? Why (not)?

)ft Oo you like shopping centres? Why (not)?

ffi What are the advantages and disadvantages of
shopping at a shopping centre?

Find out more information about the shopping area in
your town or a town near you. Use the lnternet or local
newspapers to help you. Write an article (100 words) for a
tourist guide book about it. lnclude information on:
. where the shopping area is

. what type ofshops you can find there

. what else you can do there

@ OVO 4 Fashion and shopping
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Mind the Gap!
The London Underground is the world's oldest and
largest underground system and covers most of
Greater London. It is catted the Underground
but about 55olo of the network is above
ground.

It has 275 stations and 72 interconnecting
lines. Each line has a name and a colour to
represent it on the underground ffiap, for
examp[e the Victoria [ine js btue. The London

Underground is aLso the [ongest underground system
in the wortd, with over 408 km of track. Three million
passengers travel on the London Underground every day.

Londoners caLL the Underground the Tube, after its tube-
shaped tunne[s. The tube's first passenger trains started
in 1863 on the Centra[ [ine.

During the Blitz, the aerial bombing of London in
Wortd War II, Londoners hid from the bombs by using
the underground stations as shelters during air raids and

READING & VOCABULARY

In pairs, ask and answer these questions.

Which cities in your country have an underground rail
system? Have you ever travelled on it?

b i,'l5.1,rri Listen to and read the text.

What do you think'Mind the Gap'means?

c Read the text again. In pairs, cover the text and ask and
answer these questions.

I Why do people call the underground the Tube?

2 How many passengers use the London Underground
every day?

3 What was the Blitz? What was the underground used
for during this period?

4 When is rush hour in London?

5 Is the London Underground open 24 hours a day?

6 What is an Oyster card?

Read the text again and underline words that are

connected with transport.

Compare your list with your partner.

stept on ptatforms overnight. Air-raid sirens were a

signaI of approaching planes and for Londoners
to hide in the underground stations.

The Underground does not run 24 hours
a day. Track maintenance is done at night,

after the system closes. The first trains start
operating shortly after 5 a.m., running untiI

around L a.m. Rush hour is from 7.30 a.m. to
9.30 a.m. and from 4.30 p.m. to 6.30 p.m.

London is divided into six travel zones. Zone one is
the most central zone and zone six is the outer zone
which inctudes Heathrow Airport. The more zones you
cross the more you pay on the Underground. To travel on

the Underground, you can buy a daily ticket, or a daity
travel card or an 0yster card. This is a smart card with an

e[ectronic chip that you can charge with credit, and use

to pay for trave[ on the Underground and on buses. It is
the cheapest way of trave[[ing in centraI London.

Most underground stations have escatators and stairs.
The [ongest escatator in Europe is at AngeL station on the
Northern [jne, it is 60 m in length, with a vertical rise
of 27.5 metres. People using the escatators stand on the
right-hand side, so those in a hurry can watk past them
on the [eft.

There are severaI safety announcements given to
passengers who travel on the underground. When the
doors of the trains are about to close you hear'stand clear
of the doors ptease'. When the train stops in a station
where there is a gap between the train and the ptatform
you can hear the famous phrase, 'Mind the Gap!'

,.;
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In pairs, ask and answer the question.

What are the different forms of transport you can take
in your town, or the nearest town to you?

Read the text about transport in London. In pairs,
match the phrases A-F with the correct paragraphs 1-6.

A Road traffic

B Air traffic

C River buses

D The Docklands Light Railway

E Commuter and Intercity railways

F The London Bus network

In pairs, find definitions for the following words in the
text:

I A person who travels a long distance to work every
d"y.

2 To get on abus.

3 A flight with a regular service and timetable.

A short distance flight.

Blocked roads.

Wtrat doyou think?

f foot at the different ways of getting around in London.
Which is the most enyironmentally friendly? Why?

f Which of these forms of transport have you travelled
on?

f Wtrat is your favourite form of transport? Why?

Write a short article (1 00 words) for a tourist guide book
describing transport in your town or the nearest large town
b you. lnclude information on:
. different types oftransport
. stations
. dre cheapest / most expensive form of transport
. what the advantages and disadvantages ofeach rype of
fansport are

a a aaa a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a
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1 is a twenty-four hour service and has

over 700 routes. Six million people use the buses in London

each week. Red Double Decker buses are internationally

recognized! 0n most buses you can buy your ticket from the

driver, but it is cheaper to buy an 0yster card. lf you are under

1 6 or over 60 years of age you do not pay on the buses or

underground in London.

2 is a second metro system using small

and light trains without a driver. This serves East London and

Greenwich and is important for commuters to the financial

district of London, Canary Wharf.

do not cross the city but run into 14

terminal railway stations around the historic centre of London,

These stations link London with other cities in the United

Kingdom. Eurostar trains link London with Paris and Brussels,

in London passes through one of five

airpofts. London Heathrow is the busiest airpoft in the world for

international traffic and scheduled passenger flights on long

and shoft-haul journeys. London Gatwick, London Stansted,

and London Luton cater mostly for low-cost and short-haul

flights and London City airport is mainly for business travellers

fl and private jet traffic.
{0 5 in London is limited in the centre by the
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congestion charge, introduced to reduce traffic volumes in the

city centre. Motorists pay a daily charge to drive their cars in

the centre London has an outer orbital motorway called the

M25.

u_ take commuters along the RiverThames

from Westminster to Greenwich. Many workers in the city of

London use this form of transport to get to and from work,
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In pairs, look at the eight photos. :sFjr{is!+!

Do you recognize these famous monuments? Write the
name and the country under each one. What do they all
have in common?

16.'l Listen and read the text below and check your
answers to a.

Which words in the text mean the following?

1 traditions and qualities that a country has had for
many years

2 treated like a member without actually belonging to
group

3 causing a lot of public discussion and disagreement

4 asking money for something

5 to show unhappiness about something

6 feelings or thoughts about something

Read the text again. In pairs, answer the questions.

1 What was the point of the competition?

2 How could people vote?

3 Why didnt everyone agree with the results?

4 How many votes came from lordan?

5 What helped people vote more inBrazll?

6 How was it a global competition?

..i lr:\t-
*('-.YE'-

Y-r-.':. 1

0ver 2000 years ago the Greeks made a list of Seven Wonders of

the Ancient World, all situated around the Mediterranean Sea.

0ut of the seven, only one remains today: the Great Pyramid of

Giza. ln 2006, a private organization in Swltzerland decided to

have a competition to decide the New Seven Wonders of the

World. The aims of the competition were t0 draw attention to the

world's cultural heritage and to highlightthe impoftance of

preserving these special places.

People could vote for their favourite site by phone, te)ft or

lnternet. According to the organizers, there were more than 100

million votes from all over the world. They announced the

following winners in July 2007:the Colosseum in ltaly, Chichen

Itza in Mexico,the TajMahalin lndia, Petra in Jordan, Machu

Picchu in Peru, The Statue of Christthe Redeemer in Brazil, and

The GreatWall of China. The Pyramids of Giza were an honorar\/

'New' Seven Wonder.



In pairs, match the information (A-H) with the monument (1-8).

A It's the largest man-made monument in the world. 1 Colosseum

B It's situated on a mountain in the Andes. 2 Chichen Itza

C It took 5 years to build. 3 Great Pyramid of Giza

D It's on the edge of the Arabian Desert. 4 Great Wall of China

E It was the centre of the Mayan civilisation. 5 Taj Mahal

F Cruel fights and games took place in this arena. 6 Machu Picchu

G ItwasbuiltinmemoryofaPersianprincess. 7 StatueofChristtheRedeemer

H It's 146m high and probably took over 20 years to build. 8 Petra

LISTENING

16.2ii, Listen to a short description of four of the runners-up.
Number them in the order you hear them. Write in the country, and any interesting facts.

However, the resuhs were controversial for a number of

reasons. People could vote as manytinres as they liked which

mea nt th e resu lts were n't very a ccurate. For exa mple, the

population of Jordan is under 7 million people, butthere were

over 14 million votes from the country! ln Brazil, telephone

companies stopped charging people for the phone calls and text

messages in order to encourage them to vote. Some people

complained that not everyone in the world has access

What do you think?

Do you agree with the results of the New Seven
Wonders of the World? Why (not)?

What would your Seven Wonders of the World be?to modern technology and the results only

reflected the opinions of those who

use the lnternet.

Whetheryou agree

with the finalwinners or

not, one thing is certain,

it was the'first global

competition of

its kindl

c _ The Sydney 0pera House

d_ The Statue of Liberty

:1
f1
li

ir:

Choose one of your New Seven Wonders of the World. Write
a short description (100 words) of it for a school magazine.

lnclude information about:
. where it is

. who built it

. what was is used for

. why you think it should be included on the list
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READING & SPEAKING

In pairs, ask and answer the questions.

o Have you been to any art galleries?

o Which did you visit?

o Did you enjoy your visit? Why (not)?

In pairs, match the artists with the country and genre

A AndyWarhol

B Wassily Kandinsky

C Pablo Picasso

D Max Ernst

3 Russia iii Abstraction

1

2

Germany

Spain

Surrealism

Cubism

4 America iv Pop Art

Read the article about the Tate Modern and check your
answers to b.

Look at the highlighted words in the text and choose the
correct meaning.

1 belonging to the present time
2 arranged in the order in which they happened

3 a piece of modern sculpture that can be made using
sound, light or objects

4 the side of a river

5 Groups of people who share the same ideas or aims

6 a machine to generate electricity

Cover the text, In pairs, can you remember what these
numbers or dates refer to? Make a sentence about each
number.

2000 1981 200 99 s

Read the text again. In pairs, answer the questions.

1 Where is Tate Modern?

2 Who designed the original building?

3 What is the Turbine Hall used for?

4 How are they planning to extend Tate Modern?
5 How does Tate Modern organise its galleries?

6 Where are the other Tate galleries?

are 5 levels and the vast Turbine Hall. This is where the

Tate d ns by contempora ts,

One installation was a of

huge slides that visitors could go down, leading from

the different levels of the building to the hall ftoor. This,

and other popular installations, has helped capture the

imagination of the public, and Tate Modern is now one

of the biggest tourist attractions in London. There are

plans to build a glass pyramid extension, dedicated to

photography and video exhibitions.

Many aft galleries arrange aft chronologically, but Tate

Modern organises its works of art according to the

important movements in twentieth century art. There

is Abstraction, with paintings by artists like Wassily

Kandinsky; Sunealism, including artists like Salvador Dali

and Max Ernst; Cubism, including works by picasso; and

Pop Art, represented by arlists like Andy Warhol.

There are 3 other Tate galleries - Tate Britain (also in

London), Tate Liverpool and Tate St lves, in Cornwall. Tate

Modern is, however, the most popular.
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READI NG

Complete the descriptions (A-D) with the words from
the box,

culture geometric images United States

dream realistic science ideas

A style of art, developed in the 1950s

and 60s, that started in Britain and
thet .Artists use materials
from the everyday wo rld of popular

' ,such as comic strips,

canned goods, Hollywood movies, and
3 flction.

A sfyle and movement in art and
literature in which a and
events that are not connected are put
togetherin a strange orimpossible wa5t

like in a s 
, to tryto express

whatis happeningdeep in the mind.

A style and movement of art in which
objects and people are represented as

shapes, often shown from
many different angles at the same time.

b Match the descriptions (A-D) with the headings (1-4).

I Surrealism

2 Cubism

3 Abstraction

4 Poo Art

LISTENING & SPEAKING

17,1 Listen and complete the fact file about British
artist, Antony Gormley.

b 17.1 Listen again and mark the sentences T (true),
F (false) or DS (doesnt say). Correct the false ones.

1 Antony came from a small family.

2 In the 1970s, he started painting pictures of India.

3 He is interested the connections between people.

4 Most of his work is in art galleries.

5 Event Horizonis displayed in Liverpool.

6 Waste Manwas burnt by Antony Gormley.

What do you think?

Are you interested in art? Why (not)?

Who is your favourite artist? Why?

a

I

A style and movement in art not
representing people or things in a

wa)4 but expressing the

Write a description (100 words) of a famous artist. lnclude
information on:
. their life
. their education
. famous works
. where you can see their work today



1 READING & SPEAKING

a In pairs, ask and answer the questions.

Where did you go on holiday last summer?

How did you get there?

How long did it take to get there?

Read the introduction to the article. What
is it about?

#nr{f x*9rp* *t

People complain a lot about air travel these days, but

it actually accounts for less than 5% of carbon dioxide

emissions. lntroducing higher'taxes won't solve the

problem. lf prices go up, oniy rich people w ll be able to
travel which isn't fair. More air travel means more tourism,

which,creates millrons of jobs all over the world. These
jobs;are,especially imporlant in developing countries, many

of ,Which lack alternative sources of income. lf people

stop,flyling there could be massive global unemployment
which Would affect the poorer countries most. We are

making planes more energy-efficient and encouraging
fuller flights with shoder flight routes. lt's also possible to
make your flight 'carbon neutral' by offsetting the amount

of carbon emissions it produces. This means you pay

money to suppod initiatives such as planting trees or

which consume CO, or energy-saving projects that reduce

carbon emissions elsewhere which cancel out the amount

of carbon your flight produces. lt's only natural that people

want to travel and explore the world and they should be

able to

The huge increase in air traffic in recent years means more people are flying than ever before. But concern
over air travel and globalwarming has put the airline industry in the spotlight. We asked two experts their
opinions on the connection between the two.

ls itagood ideatofl

Avration is the world's fastest growing man-

made source of carbon dioxide and it is a

major contributor to global warming, lt is more

dangerous than other types of pollutants such

as cars, because the carbon dioxide enter

the ozone layer immediately, causing more

damage. We shou d be flying less, but millions

of people are taking advantage of the budget

airlines' cheap flights to travel more. lt makes no

al sense that it is often cheaper and

to fly from London to Scotland than it is

by train. We need to reduce the number of

flights and encourage people to travel by

and to go on holiday nearer to home. The

nment could help by increasing the tax on

ion fuel. The people who live in places like

pe and the USA fly the most; they should

more for the pollution they are causing to



Now read all the article. Match the highlighted words or
phrases with the definitions.

I the money that a person or country earns from work
or from investments

2 using one cost to cancel or reduce the effect of
another

3 material that produces heat or power when burnt

4 not producing any carbon

5 a substance that pollutes

6 low in price

Student A read text 1, Student B read text 2. Write notes

in the chart summarizing the main points.

A Arguments againstailtlavel B Argumentsfol airtravel

Share your information. Now complete the chart.

Now read the text again. Mark the sentences T (true), F

(false) or DS (doesnt say). Correct the false sentences.

1 People are flying less because flights cost more.

2 Planes pollute the atmosphere more than cars.

3 More people are going on holiday close to home.

4 It's sometimes cheaper to travel by plane than by
train.

5 Air travel helps promote tourism.

6 Planting trees can offset the amount of carbon your

LISTENING

18.1 Listen to another expert talking about offsetting
carbon emissions by planting trees.

Does she think its a good idea?

18'1 Listen again and answer these questions.

1 Why do some travel companies say you can fly

2

d

2

J

4

5

without worrying about pollution?

What happens when a tree dies?

How are local people sometimes affected by tree
planting initiatives?

Why do lots of the trees that the companies plant die?

Why is tree planting sometimes bad for the local
environment?

What is the best solution, according to the expert?

What do you think?

Is carbon-offsetting a good idea? Why (not)?

What other ways are there to save energy?

How carbon-neutral are you? For example, do you travel
to school by car,by bus, by train or on foot? Write a short
report (150 words) explaining the ways in which you use

energy in the home and at school. lnclude information on:
. how you travel to school
. where you go on holiday
. ways in which you cantry to save energy



READING & SPEAKING

In pairs, ask and answer the questions.

o Have you eYer been in love?

o Do you want to get married one day?

o Do you think people should marry for love or marry
for money?

Read the text, and match the highlighted words with
their meanings.

I all the money and property that someone leaves

behind when they die

2 an amount of money or property which in some

countries, a woman's family gives to the man she is

marrymg

3 a change which makes the quality of life better

4 the state of being husband and wife

5 an attitude or an opinion about something

6 a man who has not married

7 to receive property or money from someone who dies

In pairs. Read the text again and mark the sentences T
(true) or F (false). Correct the false sentences.

I Pride and Prejudice is a historical novel.

2 The Bennets had six daughters.

3 Mr Darcy is very poor.

4 When Mr Bennet dies his estate will pass to his
cousin.

5 Elizabeth does not have a good first impression of
Darcy.

6 Elizabeth marries Darcy at the end of the story.

LISTENING & READING

19.1 Listen to and read the first chapter of Pride and
Prejudice. What are Mr and Mrs Bennet talking about?

Read the extract again and answer the questions.

1 Who is the Bennets'new neighbour?

2 How does the author describe Mr Bingley?

3 How does Mrs Bennet describe Mr Bingley?

4 What plans does Mrs Bennet have for Mr Bingley?

5 Why must Mr Bingley see the girls as soon as

possible?

PRIDE AND PREJUDICE

lyae a! Prejudice by Jane Austen was published in 1813.

them to refurn and marry to protect the family honour. As
time passes Elizabeth falls in love with Oa..y ara the novel
ends with Eltzabeth accepting his proposal of rnar.iage ara
Jane marrying Bingley.

-_----il



LISTENING & SPEAKING

ln pairs, answer the questions.

o What is the difference between an arranged marriage
and a love marriage?

o Which type of marriage do you think is best? Why?

*19.2,:, listsn to the report on arranged marriages in the
United Kingdom.

I What is the difference between an arranged marriage
and a forced marriage?

il9.2r, Listen again and complete the sentences.

1 People choose their own marriage partner

Many Indian families who have settled outside India
still

3 Supporters ofthe custom saythat divorce

4 Being part of two cultures

5 Many young Indian people living in Britain know
that one day they will

6 Many families discuss the issue

7 Some families ask matchmakers to help them

8 Parents consider educational background and
to choose the bride and

grooms.

Whatdoyou think?

dK Oo you think arranged marriages are a good idea?
Why (not)?

ffi 'Marriage is not important in the modern world.'
Do you agree? Why (not)?

Pride and Preiudice
CHAPTER 1

The Bennets' new neighbour
It is a truth well known to all the world that an
unmarried man in possession of a large fortune
must be in need of a wife. And when such a
man moves into a neighbourhood, even if
nothing is known about his feelings or opinions,
this truth is so clear to the surrounding families,
that they think of him immediately as the future
husband of one or other of their daughters.

'My dear Mr Bennet,' said Mrs Bennet to her husband
oneday,'haveyouheardthat someoneis goingtorent
Netherfield Park at last?'

'No, Mrs Bennet, I haven't,' said her husband.

'Don't you want to know who is renting it?' cried
Mrs Bennet impatiently.
'You want to tell me, and I don't mind listening.'
Mrs Bennet needed no further encouragement.
'Well, my deaq I hear that he's a very rich young
man from the north of England. It seems he
came to see Netherfield on Monday and was
so delighted with it that he ananged to rent it
at once. Of course, it is the finest house in the
area, with the largest gardens. His servants will be
here by the end of the week, and he will be arriving
soon afterwards!'

'What is his name?' asked Mr Bennet.

'Bingley.'
'Is he married or single?'

'Oh, single, my dear of coursel A single man of large
fortune - he has an income of four or fi.ve thousand
pounds a year. How wonderful for our girls!'

'Why? How can it affect them?' Mr Bennet asked.

'My dear Mr Bennet,' she replied, 'how can you be
so annoying! You must realize I'm thinking of his
marrying one of our daughters.'

'Is that his purpose in coming
to the area?'

'His purpose? No, of course
not. But it's very likely that
he'll fall in love with one
of them. And I want him
to see the girls as soon
as possible, before our
other neighbours introduce
themselves.

t5

Pride and Prejudice is a novel about love. Choose a film,
book or play about love and write a review (150 words) for a

school magazine, lnclude information on:
. the characters
. the setting
. the plot
. the ending

Taken from Oxford Bookworms
Library Ievel 6 Pride and Prejudice



READI N G

In pairs, answer the questions.

o Where do you think the clothes you are wearing come
from?

o Look at the labels and check.

o Do you think they were hand-made or produced in a

factory?

Read the article and put the phrases A-F in the correct
places.

A the textile industry

B because ofa series ofinventions

C effects spread throughout

D started in Britain

E are hand-made

F on society was enormous

Today, very few of the products we use in

our everyday lives l

0f course, it wasn't always like this. ln the

past, almost everything was hand-made and

the factory system we have today did not

exist. This change f rom the world of artisans

to factories, and all its associated benefits, is

called the lndustrial Revolution.

It2 in the early

1700s. At that time, the production of woollen

textiles was a very important British industry.

For most of the 18th century, more than a

quarter of British exports were woollen

products. During the lndustrial Revolution,

wentfrom a relatively factories. The 6

small collection of weavers in their homes,

working with handlooms and spinning wheels,

to a major mainstream industry which

produced clothing on a large scale.

This happened a

starting with the flying shuttle in 1733. This was

an improvement to looms that helped weavers

to weave faster. ln 1764, two other inventions

helped speed up the process even more: The

Spinning Jenny, a machine which improved the

spinning wheel and the Water Frame, the first

powered textile ma chine.

The impact of the lndustrial Revolution

In just over a century,

Britain went from a rural, agricultural-based

economy to one of industrialized towns and

Western

Europe and North America during the 19th

century, eventually affecting most of the world.



c Read the article again. Match the highlighted words
with the definitions.

1 a person whose job is to make textiles

2 a pointed tool used to pull a thread backwards and
forwards over other threads

3 a large wheel, operated by foot, for twisting wool

4 a person who does skilled work, making things with
their hands

5 the advantages or useful effects as a result of
something

6 a machine for making textiles, operated by hand

LISTENING & SPEAKING

20.1 ': li5fsn to the descriptions of two inventions
which revolutionised the textile industry and complete
the chart.

lnventor lnvention When

b ;,20.1,, Listen again and mark the sentences T (true) or
F (false). Correct the false ones.

1 Weavers used to pass the shuttle backwards and
forwards across the loom by hand.

2 The flying shuttle needed two people to operate it.

3 John Kayt invention was very popular with textile
workers.

4 The Spinning |enny allowed weayers to spin eight
threads instead of one at the same time.

5 Hargreaves made a lot of money from his inyention.

6 People were using thousands of Spinning fenny's in
Britain in the late 1770s.

What do you think?

Was the textile industry important in your country?
Why (not)?

Where were the main centres?

Is it an important industry now? Why (not)?

Using the lnternet, find out as much as you can about the
lndustrial Revolution in your country. Write a short essay

(150 words), lnclude information on:
. when it started
. famous inventions
. the effects it had on the country



READING & SPEAKING

In pairs, ask and answer the questions.

o When was your last holiday?

o Where did you go?

o What are the top five places to visit in your country?

In pairs, predict the answers to these questions.

I What is a tourist?

2 What percentage of the worldt workers are employed
in the tourist industry?

3 What is the most visited city in the world?

4 What is the most visited monument in the world?

Read the text and check your answers.

Read the article again and answer these questions.

1 How many international visits are made every year?

2 Which factors have helped the growth of tourism?

3 How is tourism important for some countries?

4 What are some of the negative effects of tourism?

READING & VOCABULARY

Read about 21st century tourism and put the headings
A-F in the right place.

A Hobby and learning-oriented tourism

B Sports holidays

C Underwater hotels

D Ecotourism / Agricultural tourism

E Sustainable tourism

F Space tourism

In pairs, ask and answer the question.

Which of these holidays would you like to go on?
Why (not)?



LISTENING & SPEAK!NG

21.1 A national park is a place which preserves the
natural beauty, wildlife and cultural heritage of an area.

There are 14 national parks in the UK. 
-

1 Listen to Mary and John talk about the national
park where they live.

2 Do they think tourism is positive or negative?

Compare what you understood with your partner.

21.1 Listen again and fill in the table with the
information about the Yorkshire Dales national park.

Location

Size

Number of visitols every year

Number of local residents

Attractions

c Who do you agree with, Mary or John?

What do you think?

) .2 What is your favourite tourist attraction in your
country? Give reasons for your answer.

i s2 Are there any national parks in your country? Where
are they? What are the advantages and disadvantages
of tourism for them?

Write an email (100 words) to a friend about your last
holiday. lnclude information on:
. where you went
. how long you were there for
. a description of the place

. where you stayed

. what you did there

.'lrE-*
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READING, LISTENING & SPEAKING

In pairs, ask and answer the questions.

\{ho were Guglielmo Marconi and Thomas Edison?

What do you know about them?

What did they invent?

Read the eight facts about the lives of two inventors. In
pairs, decide which four are about Guglielmo Marconi
and which four are about Thomas Edison. Write M or E.

c 22.1 Listen and Check.

d In pairs, write the facts about Edison and Marconi in the
right order to form a paragraph about the lives of each

inventor. Listen again and check your answers.

a

o

o

GUGLIELMO MARCONI AND THOMAS EDISON

- 
In 1882, he tched on the first steam generating

power station at Holborn Viaduct in London. This

4 
- 

He received the Nobel prize for physics in 1909.

In 1931 he began research into shorter tvaves' resulting

in the opening in t932 of the world's first microwave

radiotelephone link between the Vatican City and the

Pope's summer residence at Castel Gandolfo.

- 
He was born in Milan, Ohio in 1847.

In 1897, he obtained a patent and established

the Wireless Telegraph and Signal Co any Limited,

which opened the worldt first radio factory in England

in 1898. In 1901r he demons d that wiretess waves

were not affected by the curvature of Earth and he

transmitted his first wireless signals across the Atlantic

between Cornwall and Newfoundland.

-He 
developed many devices that greatly influenced

life around the world including the phonograph and the

long lasting light bulb. He was one of the first inventors

to apply the princ'tp7es of mass production to the process

of invention.

- 
He made the first public demonstration of his

incandescent light bulb on Decembe r 7879 .He famously

said "We will make electricity so cheap that only the rich

will burn candles".

5

6

-He 
tried to irterest the ltalian Ministry of Posts and

Telegraphs in his invention,but they were not interested

so he went to England. In 1896, he met the Engineer-

in-Chief of the British Post Office and he demonstrated

his wireless signals in London and on Salisbury Plain.

3 
- 

He was born near Bologna in 1874. As a boy he was

very interested in physics. In 1895, he began laboratory

experiments in his father's Jrouse and he succeeded in

sending wireless signals over a distance of nearly two

kilometres.

E



2 READING

Read the text. Mark the sentences T (true), F (false) or
DS (doesnt say). Correct the false sentences.

1 The number of inventions registered in the UK has
gone up.

Most of the inventors are men.

The Internet has had a big effect on the number of
people inventing things.

There is a global interest in TV programmes about
inventions and ideas.

Most inventors make a lot of money from their ideas.

What do you think?

)li-z Wtrictr invention was more important the radio or the
light bulb? Give reasons for your answers.

Using the lnternet or books to help you write a report (100
words) about an invention that you think has changed our
lives. lnclude information on:
. what the invention is

. who invented it

. when it was invented

. how it has changed our lives

2

3

A.



LISTEN INGSPEAKING & LISTENING

In pairs, ask and answer the questions.

o What's your favourite food?

o What's your least favourite food?

o How much fruit do you eat a day?

o Do you think the following factors influence what we
eat? Give reasons for your answers.

yes/no

where we live yes/no

iob yes/no

religion yes/no

o What other factors can influence our diet?

b The food pyramid represents how much of each food
t)?e we need in a healthy balanced diet.

Match the correct food type (A-F) to the sections of the
pyramid (1-6).

A F+ui+

B Oils, fats & sugars

C Protein

D Dairy

E Carbohydrates

F Vegetables

Now put the following food into the correct section of
the food pyramid.

3. Listen to a dietician talking about a healthy diet
and the food pyramid. Check your answers to c.

A3. Listen again. In pairs, answer these questions.

1 How many portions of carbohydrates should we eat a

day?

2 What size is a portion?

3 Why are carbohydrates important?

4 How many portions of fruit and vegetables should we
eat?

5 What do fruit and vegetables provide the body with?

6 Why is calcium important?

7 How much protein should we eat?

8 How often should we eat foods with added fat or
sugar?

Re-order the words to make sentences. Then mark
the sentences T (true) or F (false). Correct the false

sentences.

1 grill should instead you or fryrng food bake of it.

2 add are when should you to food salt cooking you.

3 fruit eat you day portions of should and vegetables a
three.

5

6

you eat healthy foods have a variety ofin order should
to a diet.

should teeth sugary your brush you eating snacks after.

every should you breakfast day eat.

READING & SPEAKING

Look at the photo. What do you think the article is about?

Read the article and tick [/] the sentence which best
describes what the article is about.

1 How bad school food is in the UK.

2 How important food and nutrition is in schools in the
UK.

Read the text and put the phrases A-E in the correct
places.

A fizzy drinks, chocolate and crisps

B you are more likely to suffer from

C verynegative effects on concentration and behaviour

D buy junk food outside school

E schools are still not providing

age

2

a

chicken pasta rice
mayonnaise chocolate
potatoes bacon milk

pears tuna yogurt
courgettes

@OvO2 Healthyliving



It's estimated that over one million children in the UK

are obese and this number has trebled over the past 20

years. The World Health Organization has described the
problem of obesity as a "global epidemic" and there
are fearsthere will be a huge health crisis in the future.
lf you are overweight, 1

heart disease and diabetes.

Food and

important
students'
has 2

nutrition in schools in the UK is an

issue and has a direct influence on

performance in the classroom. Poor diet

machines selling f resh fruit, nuts or popcorn (without
any added salt, sugar, fat or honey), wateL fruit juices,

and yogurt drinks. These are not always popular with
the students, who continue to s for
snacks and lunch. lt is important to educate students
about diet, nutrition and healthy eating habits and

this needs to happen at school.

Now read the article again. In pairs, answer the
questions.

I Is obesity a problem for young people in the UK?

2 Why is being overweight dangerous for your health?

3 Who is Jamie Oliver, and what did he do?

4 Why are school lunches sometimes bad for your
health?

5 What things should school vending machines sell for
a healthy diet?

6 What can schools do to help?

Read the article again. Underline five new words or
phrases you want to learn.

AreM
Jamie Oliver, a British celebrity chef, introduced the
idea of healthier school food in a TV programme in
2005. As a result of this, many schools in England

changed their school lunch menus. However, in many

cases, 3 their students with a .

'.'.'things like healthy, nutritious diet: school lunches can contain , t.r''
large amounts of processed fats and sugars,
.,^^,Ji^^ *^-1.-i^^- ^{+^^ -^ll 4vending machines often sell a

Schools are being encouraged to offer
options like chicken and rice instead of things
hamburger and chips, :and introduce vending

What do you think?

))(- Is there a canteen in your school? What sort of food
can you buy there? Are there vending machines? If so,

what can you buy? Do you think your school promotes
healthy eating habits? Why (not)?

Class survey

;)ii-a Compile a list of the top five favourite foods of the
students in the class. What is the nutritional value o
these? Does your class have a healthy diet? Are there
any differences between boys and girls? Are there
any surprises? How do the results fit in with the food
pyramid?

Keep a food diary for a week and calculate the proportions
of food in each main food type. Write a description of your
weekly diet (100 words), lnclude information on:
. how your diet fits in with the food pyramid
. the types offood you should eat less of
. the rypes of food you should eat more of

@OVO2 Healthyliving

-!



1 LISTENING & SPEAKING

a In pairs, ask and answer the questions.

o What do you do with your rubbish?

o Which of the following do you recycle?

paper glass plastic shoes

clothes chewing gum

o Who recycles the most, you or your
partner?

4. Listen to the man talking about household
rubbish. What time of the year do we produce the most
rubbish?

In pairs, try to guess the meaning of these words. Match
them with their definitions.

1 raw materials

2 waste

3 landfill site

4 soil

5 thrown out

6 resolution

a place where rubbish is buried

put in bins

rubbish, things to be thrown out

a promise

earth

something unchanged, in its
natural state

4.1 , Listen again and choose a, b, or, c.

1 Households in the UK...

a recycle a lot of rubbish.

b produce a lot ofrubbish.

c produce and recycle a lot of rubbish.

2 Landfill sites are not a good way to dispose of rubbish
because...

a they are verylarge.

b there are not enough of them.

c they cause pollution.

3 We need to change our habits and...

a reduce the amount of rubbish we produce, recycle
more.

b produce more rubbish and recycle more.

c reduce the amount of rubbish we produce and use
more raw materials.

In pairs, listen again and check your answers.

f In pairs, match the Christmas facts (A-E) with the
suggestions on how we can waste less (1-5).

A We send approximately 150 million Christmas cards

each day at Christmas.

B We buy millions of Christmas trees every Christmas.

C People buy hundreds of kilometres of wrapping paper
to wrap their presents.

D We use lots more bottles, glass containers and cans

over the Christmas period.

E We often buy presents that are unwanted or which
break easily.

1 Give money or gift vouchers to avoid unwanted
presents. Buy gifts which are durable. Things which
break easily will just end up in the bin and cannot be
reused by anybody.

Buy recycled wrapping paper and use string or ribbon
instead of sticky tape to wrap gifts. The string and
paper can then be reused.

Buy drinks in large containers, rather than lot of
small ones. One large bottle creates less waste than a

Iot of little ones and itt more economical.

Buy a tree with roots that can be planted in your
garden or kept in a pot for next year. You can use an
artificial tree, but it's difficult to recycle as it's made of
lots of different materials.

Recycle your Christmas cards. Shops and
supermarkets have special bins where you can put
your cards. You could also send electronic Christmas
cards instead!



A stickv problem
Many young people don't think twice before dropping

their chewing gum on the floor and probably don't even

think of it as rubbish. lt's estimated that there are more

than 300,000 pieces of chewing gum on London's famous

Oxford Street alone. City councils in the UK spend millions

of pounds each year cleaning the gum off pavements and

streets.

Some councils are taking action. They have put'gummy

bins' along streets and outside places such as clubs or

bars where people are likely to drop gum. Gummy bins

are specially-designed rubbish bins for chewing gum only.

They come in attractive bright colours that are easy to
see and they are also much cheaper than cleaning the

streets. The chewing gum is recycled and used for things

such as drainage systems for football pitches.

Scientists are also working to try and solve the problem

with several ideas including biodegradable chewing gum

and non-stick chewing gum, which is easier to remove

from pavements.

However, some people think the chewing gum

manufacturers should take more responsibility for the
problem too. Money from the sale of chewing gum could
go towards cleaning up the streets. Gum manufacturers

are obviously not very enthusiastic about this approach!

They say the problem is with the people who drop the
gum in the first place. They should be given large fines

and encouraged to use bins instead. Whatever the best

SPEAKING & READING

Read the article about chewing gum. Why is it a

problem?

Read the text again. Then cover it and answer the
questions below from memory.

I How much money do councils spend each year
cleaning chewing gum off the streets?

2 What is a gummybin?

3 What is recycled chewing gum used for?

4 Why is non-stick gum better?

5 How could gum manufacturers help?

6 Who do the gum manufacturers blame for the
problem?

Read the text again and underline five possible solutions
to the problem of chewing gum.

What do you think
Do you chew gum? What do you do with it when you
finish chewing?

Is chewing gum a problem in your school / your town?

* Oo you recycle much? Why (not)?

Find out more about recycling in your area. Write a short
article (150 words) for a school magazine summarizing your
findings, lnclude information on:
. what materials people can recycle
. how these materials are collected
. what these materials are used for



1 READING & VOCABULARY

a In pairs, ask and answer the questions.

Where are your parents and grandparents from?

Do you know any one who has moved to another
town / country? Why did they move?

Complete the text with headings A-E.

A Refugees

B Rural-Urban migration

C International migration

D Internal Migration

E Counter-Urbanization

Match the highlighted words or phrases with their
meanings.

1 the money that a person receives for the work they
haye done

2 alarge amount of water that spreads from a river or
the sea, covering an area which should be dry

3 the amount of money and level of comfort that a

particular person or group has

4 adangerorarisk

5 something that makes a town or a place easy to live in

In pairs, cover the text and answer the questions from
memory.

1 What is the difference between immigration and
emigration?

2 What is a push factor?

3 What is a pull factor?

4 Name the different types of immigration.

5 What is a refugee?

6 What is an economic migrant?

Migration iS the movement of people from one place to
go to live in another. Emigrants leave a country.
Immigrants enter a country. People migrate because of
push and pull factors.

Push factors are the reasons that make someone
decide to move. Often they are negative things such as

unemployment, crop failure, drought, flooding, war;
poor education opportunities or services and amenities.
Pull factors are the things about the destination that
attract people. They are usually positive things such as

job opportunities or a better standard of living, better
education, better healthcare. Migration can be classified
in different groups:

The movement of people to another
country for a better standard ofliving. These people are

often called economic migrants"

The movement of people from one
regionin a countryto anotheris due to job opportunities,
warmer weather or for higher salaries.

3 The movement of people from the
countryside to the cities in countries where amenities
and opportunities are greater in urban areas. This
mainly happens in developing countries such as India.

The movement out of cities into rural
areas for a more relaxed lifestyle and less pollution.

People who have to leave their homes or

a

o

country due to war, political conflict or natural hazards
such as floods.



READING & SPEAKING

Read the article. In pairs, ask and answer the questions.
Mark the sentences T (true), F (false), or DS (doesnt
say). Correct the false sentences.

| 27o/o of the population of Greater London was born in
the United Kingdom.

2 The first Italian immigrants lived in the Clerkenwell
Road area ofLondon.

3 The Italian Church in London was the second Italian
Church to be built outside of Italy.

4 Some Italian immigrants in the 1800s sold ice-cream
in London.

5 The Madonna del Carmine procession in London is

in June.

Underline five new words or phrases you want to learn
from the text.

LISTENING & SPEAKING

2s.1 Listen to Elisa Di Benedetto talking about why
she immigrated to London. What were the push and
pull factors that influenced her decision to leave Italy?

25.1 , I-ir1"r, again and circle the right answer.

I She left Italy when she was 2l I 23.

2 She arrived in London 13th November 1957 I 30th
November 1957.

3 She wanted to go to London to find a job / visit
relatives.

4 She left Italy because there was no work / too much
work.

5 She arrived in London at Paddington Station /
Victoria Station.

6 She got ajob as a nurse / teacher.

Whatdoyou think?

X Would you like to live in London? Why (not)?

ffi In developing countries people move from rural to
urban areas. In developed countries people often move
from the city to the country, Why?

Write an article (100 words) for a school magazine about
why people might want to immigrate to ltaly. lnclude
information on:
. where they come from
. what are the push factors
. what are the pull factors



UNITED IN DIUERSITY

After World War ll, European Governments wanted to form

a United States of Europe, to help the people of Europe live

in peace. ln 1957 France, ltaly, Belgium, the Netherlands,

Luxembourg, and West Germany formed the European

Economic Community (EEC). The United Kingdom joined this

in 1973. The EEC changed its name to the European Union

(EU) after the Maastricht Treaty in 1993.

2

The European Union (EU) is a political body which

has a single market, and common policies for

trade, agriculture and fisheries between member

states. Euro coins and banknotes have replaced

national currencies in 
.13 

of the member states, These

countries are called the Euro Zone.

3

European Union citizens can live, travel, and work in other

member states (with some temporary restrictions on new

member states). The Schengen Agreement abolished

passport controland customs checks between some member

states. Twenty three languages are spoken in the European

Union, English is the most spoken foreign language followed

by German and French.

4

lmpoftant EU institutions and bodies include the European

Commission, the Council of the European Union, the

European Council, the European Central Bank, the European

Court of Justice and the European Parliament, Citizens of EU

member states are also EU citizens.

di-,/

READING & SPEAKING

How much do you know about
the European Union?

Do the European Union Quiz.

1 What is the European
Union?

2 What is the most common
language in the European
Union?

3 What are the most important
institutions of the European
Union?

4 How many countries are in the Euro Zone?

5 What is the Euro Zone?

6 How often do elections to the European Parliament
take place?

Read the text and check your answers.

Read the text and put these headings in the correct
place.

The European Union today

The European Union Institutions

People of the European Union

History of the European Union

Cover the text. Match the sentence halves a-d with 1-4.

a The European Union

b European Union citizens are able to

c The United Kingdom

d The European Economic Community became

2

3

4

the European Union (EU) following the Maastricht
Treatyin 1993.

became a member of the European Union in 1973.

move freely and work in other member states.

is a political body.



LISTENING & READING

26.1 ,' Listen to and read the information about the
Institutions in the EU then answer the questions.

1 What is the European Commission?

2 Where is the European Parliament?

3 How often do European Elections take place?

4 What is the Euro Zone?

5 What is Europol?

Cover the text. In pairs, can you remember what these

numbers or dates refer to? Write a sentence using each

number.

t993 t957 1973 t3 5

1998 23 82o/o 2020 20o/o

LISTENING & SPEAKING

26.2, fts3d the five statements. Now listen to a

member of the European Parliament saying what a

country needs to join the European Union. Tick the
three things he says.

To join the European Union a country must:

I have the euro.

2 be a democracy.

3 have a good record of human rights.

4 have the death penalty.

5 follow European Union rules and regulations.

What do you think?

The motto of the EU in Latin rs in variegate concordia
- 'united in diversityi

What does this mean?

How are EU countries different but united?

The Europeon Commission is the Europeon Unions executive

bronch which meons it is responsible for proposing new

lcws. lt has o commissioner from eoch member stote. The

Europeon Commission is bosed in Brussels.

The Council of the Europeon Union is mode up of one

minister (responsible for the Europeon Union low being

proposed) from eoch member stote. For exomple, o

low regording ogriculture would be treoted by a Council

composed of the notionol ministers for ogriculture from

eqch member stote. The presidency of the council chonges

between member stotes every six months.

The European Parlioment is mcde up of representotives

elected by the citizens of the Europeon Union. Elections toke

ploce every five yeors. The Europeon Porlioment meets in

Strosbourg ond Luxembourg. The Europeon parliament

meets to discuss the legislotion proposed by the Europeon

The
European

Parliament

The Europeon Court of Justice is made up ofjudges from

eoch member stote, A president is elected from the judges

The Europeon Court of Justice hos the lost word on Union

low. Europeon Union low is the first, ond only, exomple of
c supronotionol legol fromework. Lows ore only possed ot

Europeon level when these are more effective compored to

the legislotion of the member stotes.

The European Central Bonk (ECB) controls the monetory

policy within the Euro Zone (the member stotes thot
odopted the Euro os their notionol currency). lt wos

estoblished in 1998 ond lt is bosed in Fronkfurt, Germony.

Europol is the Europeon Union instrument of low enforcement

ond fighting rccism This olso includes the oreos of illegol

immigrotion ond politicol asylum. lt olso helps provide

criminol intelligence for member stotes.

Since the estoblishment of the Europeon Union there have been no

wors between its member countries!

Write a short article (150 words) about the EU today, Use

the lnternet to help you. lnclude information on:
. which countries are members of the EU

. which countries have the Euro currency

. which countries are going to join shortly

F





READING & SPEAKING

In pairs, ask and answer the questions.

Have you seen the film Schindler's List?

Do you knowwhat it is about?

Read the text about Oskar Schindler and number the
paragraphs in the right order 1-6.

Read the text again in the right order. In pairs, ask and
answer the questions.

1 Who was Oskar Schindler?

2 What was Schindler's list?

3 How did Schindler save the Jews?

4 What happened to Schindler after the war?

5 Where is Schindler's list now?

Whatdoyou think?

ffi Oskar Schindler and Giorgio Perlasca have both
received the honour from Israel of the'Righteous
Among the Nationsi What do you think this means?

After the war, Perlasca went back to Italy and didnt tell
anyone what he had done. Why do you think this was?

LISTENING & SPEAKING

In pairs, answer the question.

o Do you know any other war heroes?

o What do you know about Giorgio Perlasca?

27.1 Listen to the biography of Giorgio Perlasca and
make some notes.

27.1 Compare with a partner. Then listen again and
complete your notes.

Giorgio Perlasca

Hungary

The Spanish Embassy

The safe houses

November 1944

Safe conduct passes

After the War

The 27th )anuary is The Holocaust Memorial Day.

On this day in 1945 the Soviet Army liberated the
N azi exterm i nation cam ps at Auschwitz-Birkenau
in Poland. Many schools in the UK mark the
Holocaust Memorial Day by organizing different
events,

Use the lnternet to find out what other students in

schools in Europe organize on this day. Write an

article (150 words)for a school magazine about
Holocaust Memorial Day. lnclude information on:
. what the Holocaust Memorial Day is

. what its aims are

. what young people in Europe do on this day

. what your school will do on this day
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THE INTERVIEW
a You're going to watch an interview

with Charles Collingwood, a

British actor who has worked in
the theatre, on TV and on radio.
He is most famous for his role in
The Archers, a radio soap opera
about a family of farmers, which has been broadcast
every day on BBC radio since 1951 and is the longest
running radio serial in the world. Before you listen,
read the glossary and look at how the words are

pronounced to help you understand what he says.

Glossary
RADA The Royal Academy of Dramatic Art, a college where people

train to become actors

learn your lines to memorize the words you have to say

props n /props/ small objects used by actors during a play or in a fiIm
rehearse v /rr'hgrs/ to practise for a performance or recording
ad-lib v /ad 'hb/ to say something in a play that is not in your script,

to improvise
producers'gallery place in a studio where the producer and technicians sit

slale odj /sterV hard, not fresh, e.g. cake

b IE Listen to part 1. Mark the statements T (true) or
F (false).

1 He enjoys radio more than TV because he feels very
relaxed doing it.

2 As a young actor he thought he would be a TV or film
actor.

3 He is pleased to have spent half his life doing the same
soap oPera.

4 The first advantage he mentions of being a radio actor is
that you dont need to dress well.

5 TV soap operas have longer scenes than radio soap operas.

6 Radio actors have to rehearse a scene many times.

c lAlisten to pafi2. Answer the questions with a partner.

1 Why do actors sometimes get a nasty surprise when the
envelope with the latest script arrives?

What example does Charles give of how he sometimes
changes the script?

What does he try not to sound like when he plays his
character?

Which two examples does he give of sound effects
which the actors do themselves now?

When Charles first worked on The Archers how did he

do the sound effect for kissing?

Why was the woman in the supermarket so surprised
when Charles interrupted her conversation with her son?

IE Listen and complete the phrases luith one or two
words. What do you think they mean?

COMMON WORDS AND PHRASES

I m able to just myself:into it and enjoy every
moment.

I of course thought I'd have a life in the theatre, but it
didnt ::, out that way...

Television acting ':',.':' a very,l611g

... you rehearse once, possibly twice and then you
record it, and then you
What we dont know ii'i " before the scripts
arriye is to what's happening to your character.

e Listen to the interview again with the tapescript on
page 67. Would you prefer to be a radio or TV actor?
whv?

3

4

IN THE STREET

a IE Youte going to watch five people talking about
listening to the radio. Listen once and complete the
Where...? column.

Where do vou listen to the radio? What do you listen to?

5teYe

Sarah

Nick

Jane

tlke

I
2

c IE Listen and complete the phrases. What do you
think they mean?

COMMON WORDS AND PHRASES

in the car, when I'm driving...
...my housemate listens to the radio in the morning,
and when she puts it on I listen to it
...often the news and just debates and that
of

driving to work.
I drive to work in the car and it takes -. '..- a

Iongr,,,. ...
...it takes an hour

Listen to the interviews again with the tapescript onpage67.
Then ask and answer the same questions with a parhler.



THE INTERVIEW
a You're going to watch an

interview with |eanette Hughes,
who works for a local council as

Health Development Officer. She

gives advice and practical help to
encourage people to do more
exercise, eat healthily, and stop smoking. Before you
listen, read the glossary and look at how the words are

pronounced to help you understand what she says.

Glossary
calories l'kalerizl units for measuring how much energy food will

produce

hockey /'hokil a team sport played on grass or on ice where you hit
a baII with a stick

netball /'netbc:V a team sport similar to basketball usually played by
women

skateboarding /'skertbcrdrl/ a sport where you stand on and ride a

board with sma]I wheels

household n /'haushauld/ all the people living together in a house

nutrition /nju'trrJn/ the food that you eat and the way that it affects
your health

legislation /led3rs'lerJn/ a Iaw or group of laws

b EE Listen to part 1. Answer the questions with a

partner.
1 What's the first reason she gives for why people do less

exercise? What examples does she give?

How many calories did a housewife in the 1950s use

doing the weekly housework?

What other reason does she give for people doing less

exercise?

What changes have there been in the kind of sports
children do at school? Why?

5 What difference does she mention between girls and
boys doing exercise?

c @ Listen to part 2. Mark the statements T (true) or
F (false).

1 She says that young people eat more healthily than older
people.

2 Older people cook vegetables in an unhealthy way.

3 Young people eat more vegetables than older people.

4 In2006 the number of smokers in Britain had gone
down by 17%.

5 People are smoking less because of the changes in
Iegislation.

6 Smokers are happy to have a cigarette outside in the
street.

7 It's only older people who want help to stop smoking.

8 Some parents come to ask for help to stop their children
from smoking.

d EE Listen and complete the phrases with one or two
words. What do you think they mean?

COMMON WORDS AND PHRASES

1 Young people while they're at school, they're still doing
an 

- 

lot of activity.

2 ...they're more likely to 

- 

when theyve
finished school.

I think tl[ would generally eat more
vegetables...

...they just dont want to go out and get, wetr
and rcold. ..

It's not as 

- 

as it was, people understand the
dangers now...

e Listen to the interview again with the tapescript on
page 67. Is what she says about exercise, diet, and
smoking similar in your region?

4

5

IN THE STREET

a @You're going to watch five people talking about
how fit they are. Listen once. Who do you think is
probably the fittest?

b Listen again. Who...?
A cycles and is learning to dance E
B does exercise in a gym E
C is fit because he / she dances E E
D doesnt do anything to keep fit !
E does exercise twice a week E

c EE Listen and complete the phrases. What do you
think they mean?

COMMON WORDS AND PHRASES

1 I exercise a couple of times a week, se ' ,..:'. fi1 l
think.

2 I go to the gym
3 I'm probably 

- 

fit.
4 ...and I also take dance classes, which is

5 Nothing

Listen to the interviews again with the tapescript on
page 68. Then ask and answer the same questions with
a partner.



THE INTERVIEW

a You're going to watch an
interview with Cos Antoniou,
a drMng instructor. Before
you listen, read the glossary
and look at how the words are
pronounced to help you
understand what he says.

Glossary
manoeuvres n lme'rlu;vazl movements in a car that have to be done

carefuIly and correctly, e.g. parking

reversing /rr'vs:srp/ going backwards

speed /spi:d/ how fast something is moving, e.g. a speed limit, a
speed camera

insurance irn'Juerensi money you pay to a company. Ifyou have an
accident, the company pays to repair your car.

stationary odl /'sterJenri/ not moving

a zebra <rossing /zebre 'krosr4/ an area ofroad marked with black
and white lines where people can cross the road

the passenger seat /pesrndSe(r) silt/ the seat next to the driver's seat

b EE Listen to part 1. Answer the questions with a

partner.
1 How long has he been teaching people to drive?

2 Why does he say a driving instructor has to be 'a type of
chameleon ?

3 What other qualities does a driving instructor need?

4 How many times do most people take the driving test
before they pass?

5 Does he think the British driving test should be made
easier or more difficult?

c EE Listen to part 2. Answer the questions with a

partner.
What does he say about... ?

1 the difference between men and women drivers
2 boys' attitude to driving after they pass their test

3 why insurance is cheaper for women
4 when accidents can happen during a driving lesson

5 an accident he had
6 a change he would make to the law
7 driving in his free time

d EE Listen and complete the phrases with one or two
words. What do you think they mean?

COMMON WORDS AND PHRASES

patient, and you have to be a people type ofperson.

teaching...

3 ...it's the car behind that doesnt stop and ends up in
the back of them, and t1 1

once.

4 I think they do make better, safer
driyers than men.

5 ...they do not keep their speed down to a reasonable
level, women tend to drive the way they're
taught...

e Listen to the interview again with the tapescript on
page 68. Do you agree with what he says about men
and women drivers?

IN THE STREET

a ElI You're going to watch five people talking about
learning to drive. How many of them passed their test
the first time?

Elke Steve Jane Nicholas Blanca

b Listen again. Who...?
A thinks that his / her driving has improved ! !
B thinks he / she needs to have more driving lessons E
C was taught mainly by a member of their family E
D feels much more confident than he / she used to E
E says he / she has problems driving in the UK E

c EE Listen and complete the phrases. What do you
think they mean?

COMMON WORDS AND PHRASES

1 Yes, I did, I am to say.

2 Driving lessons s

3 I had lessons with my father...
4 

^y 
father but I had some lessons as well.

5 I had to take quite a lot of lessons because I wasnt

d Listen to the interviews again with the tapescript on
page 68. Then ask and answer the same questions with
a Partner.



THE INTERVIEW

a You're going to watch an interview
with Ingrid Roe, who works in a
small clothes shop in New York.
Before you listen, read the glossary
and look at how the words are
pronounced to help you understand

Glossary
sult v /surt/ to look attractive in sth, e.g. thot dress really suits you

go with sth (idioml lgau wrd/ to match or look good with sth

wardroben /'wcrdreub/ a large cupboard where people keep clothes

a sale /serV noun from the verb seJ.l

a return n /rr'tsln/ sth that is taken back to a shop by a customer

a store n /str:(r)/ (especially in North American EnglishJ a shop

stand in as proxy /strend rn ez 'proksil take sb's place

shoplifting v /'Jophftr4/ stealing things from a shop

merchant n /'ms:tJent/ (especially in North Americar English) a shop
owner

dry-cleaning n /,dral 'Kirnrp/ a method of cleaning clothes with chemicals

b ![ Listen to part 1. Mark the statements T (true) or
F (false).

1 The typical customer in her shop is a young single woman.
2 In general her customers know what they want.
3 Ingrid thinks the best way to help a customer is by

asking them the right questions.

The most difficult customers are the ones who dont
know what they want.
Ingrid doesnt always tell her customers the truth
because she doesnt want to hurt their feelings.

c @Listen to part 2. Answer the questions with a

partner.
1 What men come to her shop?

2 Why are-some men easier than others?

3 What do the shop assistants sometimes have to do to
help male customers?

  Why isnt shoplifting a big problem in her shop?

5 What do shop owners do to help each other?

6 What does she mean by...?
a 'a sense of belonging'
b 'feeling a little bit locked in sometimes'

d !E Listen and complete the phrases with one or two
words. What do you think they mean?

COMMON WORDS AND PHRASES

...a woman who has different things 

-

in her life...
...in general they know what they're shopping for
in 

- 

ofa certain event or a special occasion.

Someone who isnt listening to what you're saying, who
asks 

- 

after

I dont want someone to go home with something
for- ofasale...
...we have a very 

- 

with our
customers...

e Listen to the interview again with the tapescript on
page 68. Do you think Ingrid is probably a good shop
assistant? Why (not)?

what she says.

IN THE STREET

a gElYou're going to watch five people talking about
shopping in clothes shops. \{hich two speakers
sometimes like to be helped by shop assistants?

b Listen again. Tick five things they mention that irritate
them about shop assistants.
when they are not polite E
when they don't help you E
when they dont know about what they're selling E
when they take a long time to serve you !
when they tell you that you look really good in something E
when they try to convince you to buy something very

expensive !
when they try to get you to buy something you dont

want E

c !E Listen and complete the phrases. What do you
think they mean?

COMMON WORDS AND PHRASES

2 I like to myself because I know what I like.
3 They always try to convince you that something that

you are looking at is fantastic

When they're rude, when they dont really want to,
like,

If I'm looking for a particular thing; if I'm not, I like to
just shop, kind of,

Listen to the interviews again with the tapescript on
page 68. Then ask and answer the same questions with
a partner.



THE INTERVIEW

a You're going to watch an
interview with Camilla Naprous,
who is a stunt rider, and trains
horses and actors for films.
Before you listen, read the
glossary and look at how the words are pronounced to
help you understand what she says.

Glossary
stunt n /st,rnt/ a darrgerous and difficult action a person does,

especially as part of a fiIm
gallop rz I'grlapl to ride a horse very fast

battlefield n /'betlfi:ld/ the place where a battle is fought

production n ipre'd,rkJn/ the producer(s) of a film who deal with the
practical and business side of making a film

double n /'d,rbU a person who replaces another actor in a film to do
dangerous or other special things

movie n /'mu:vi/ (especially in North American English) a fiIm
TheOtherBoleynGiil a2OO8 historical film starring Natalie Portman

and Scarlett Johansson
The Horse Whisperer a 1998 film starring Robert Redford about a man

who works with horses

Seoson of the Witch a 201,0 US thriller starring Nicolas Cage

b EI Listen to part 1. Answer the questions with a

Partner.
1 How old was she when she learnt to ride? Who taught her?

2 What kind of stunt is a 'Roman ride'? Is it dangerous?

3 Was her father worried about her?

  Why do the horses she trains have to be brave?

5 What kind of horses does she mainly work with?
6 How long does she have to teach actors to ride?

c EE Listen to part 2. Mark the statements T (true) or
F (false).

I Men are easier to teach than women.
2 In films most of the riding is done by doubles.

3 Natalie Portman and Scarlett |ohansson both became
very good riders.

4 Natalie had more experience than Scarlett.

5 Camilla worked with them for two months.
6 She enjoyed working on Season of the Witch because

Nicholas Cage was in it.

d EE Listen and complete the phrases with one or two
words. What do you think they mean?

COMMON WORDS AND PHRASES

1 It's best to start from an earl1. really because
you have no fear.

2 

-wood, 

not yet.

3 

- 

of the time we have to teach them.

4 It all what time period they have.

5 Some directors want their actors to ride 

--6 Itt to be between Natalie Portman and Scarlett

]ohansson.

e Listen to the interview again with the tapescript on
page 69. Have you ever been riding? Would you like to
be taught by Camilla?

IN THE STREET

a EA You're going to watch five people talking about
animal cartoons and working with animals. Which
cartoon is mentioned twice? Who wouldnt mind
working with animals?

Daphne Jade Ash Elke Ashley

b Listen again. Who...?
A says he / she likes one animal in particular !
B cried when they first saw their favourite animal film E
C has a health problem related to animals E
D thought their favourite film was a perfect family film E
E liked a film because he / she had seen the same animals

in the wild E

c EE Listen and complete the phrases. What do you
think they mean?

COMMON WORDS AND PHRASES

1 I dont like every animal, I guess, and looking at them

2 I like dogs, but as a , probably not.

3 Because they're and noisy.

4 Itt really funny and it 

- 

for both adults
and children...

5 I mean the first thing that to mind is a vet...

d Listen to the interviews again with the tapescript on
page 69. Then ask and answer the same questions with
a partner.



THE INTERVIEW

a You're going to watch an
interview with Bob Fenton, a

retired police detective. Before
you listen, read the glossary
and look at how the words are
pronounced to help you
understand what he says.

Glossary
break into /brerk 'rnte/ to enter a building by force

magistrate n /'mred3rstrert/ a iudge who deals with less serious
crime

custodial order n /k.t'staudial'c:da(r)/ a prison sentence

playthe system /pler de'srstem/ to get what yq1 want from a system
(here the criminal iustice system)

atmedadj /o:md/ carrying a weapon, e.g. a gun

bullets /'buhts/ small pieces of metal that are fired ftom a gun
give yourself up /grv jc:'self ,tp/ allow yourself to be arrested

gallanttymedal /'gelentri'medl/ a medal given to someone for a
brave action

b E[ Listen to part 1. Answer the questions with a

partner.
1 Do criminals usually confess to their crimes?

2 What part of the body does he mention that helps you
know if someone is lying?

3 Who is better at lying, men or women?

4 What excuse did the burglar give?

5 Does he think community service is a good punishment?

c GA Listen to part 2. Mark the statements T (true) or
F (false).

I The most dangerous situation in which he was involved
was going after some criminals in a car.

2 The criminals abandoned their car in the middle of the road.

3 The criminals fired five bullets into the police car.

4 Finally, the men were arrested and given short prison
sentences.

5 The detective was given a medal by a member of the
Royal Family.

6 Police officers often end up getting divorced because
they spend so little time with their partners.

7 His daughters are all police officers.
8 Two of them are also married to police officers.

d EE Listen and complete the phrases with one or two
words. What do you think they mean?

COMMON WORDS AND PHRASES

interviewed by men...
2 Community service is a in my opinion.

4 ...they came out after a few days...

e Listen to the interview again with the tapescript on
page 69. How would you describe Bob Fenton's
attitude to criminals? Does he make being a detective
sound Iike an attractive job?

IN THE STREET

a EE You're going to watch five people talking about
their favourite fictional detectives and crimes they
have witnessed. Tick the six detectives they mention.
Columbo E Inspector Clouseau E Inspector Morse E
Inspector Wallander E Miss Marple ! Nancy Drew E
Poirot E Sherlock Holmes E

Ashley

Listen again. Who...?
A has seen someone stealing from a shop E E
B saw a vehicle being stolen !
C has never witnessed a crime E E
D likes a detective because of someone in his / her family E
E enjoyed both the books and films about a detective E
F likes the physical appearance ofa detective E
G enjoys how a detective solves the crimes E E

2

3

c l?Il Listen and complete the phrases. What do you
think they mean?

COMMON WORDS AND PHRASES

1 ...but he actually does solve them

I 

- 

so, yeah.

I've seen people shoplifting and then
from the store.

...a11 the stories in Oxford and that's
where I live, so itt very interesting.

No, not, no.

Listen to the interviews again with the tapescript on
page 70. Then ask and answer the same questions with
a partner.



THE INTERVIEW

a You're going to watch an
interview with Sandy
Kaiser, a diplomat who
works at the American
Embassy in London. Before
you listen, read the glossary
and look at how the words

b E Listen to part l Answer the questions with a

partner.
I What was the first country she worked in? Did she learn

2

3

the language?

What was one of the best moments of her stay?

Which country did she nearly go to next? Why didnt
she go there?

Which country did she go to instead? How well did she
learn the language?

'v\rhich three European countries did she go to after
that? Which language did she study?

c lA Listen to part 2. What does she say about...?
t how long she's been in London and what she thinks of it
2 what President Obama said about the relationship

between the UK and the US

3 the British village
4 big open vistas

5 the cost of living in the UK and the US

6 why British people are surprised when they go to the US

d EE Listen and complete the phrases with one or two
words. What do you think they mean?

COMMON WORDS AND PHRASES

I ...and then I was to go to Rio de

)aneiro...
2 ...itwas one of the ., ,I think, of my

diplomatic career...

3 After that I was ',my, to the former
Yugoslavia, to Sarajevo. . .

4 Instead I 

- 

up going to Estonia...

5 I did not have to study Danish, although I did
a few phrases...

6 One big thing that :: d in terms of difference
Is...

e Listen to the interview again with the tapescript on
page70. What do you think are the pros and cons of
being a diplomat?

are pronounced to help you understand what she says.

Glossary
consulate n /'konsjelet/ similar to an embassy but not in a capital city
Serbo-Croatian /ssrbau kreu'erJn/ the language spoken by people

from Croatia, Serbia, Montenegro, arrd Bosnia

the Rhineland /'rarnlend/ the land on both sides of the river Rhine,
in the west of Germany

pharmacy /'fo:masi/ (especially in North Americar English) chemist's
grocerystore /'grausari stcl(r)/ (especially in North American

English) a shop selling groceries, e.g. flour, sugar, tea, and coffee

IN THE STREET

a lElYou're going to watch four people talking about
whether they find British English or American English
easier to understand and where they would prefer to
live, the UK or the US. How many people...?
a find US English easier to understand
b would prefer to live in the UK

Listen again. Who...?
A learnt a lot of English from films and TV E
B learnt British English at school E E
C has lived in both.the UK and the US E
D prefers the weather in the US E E
E thinks that British people speak more slowly and clearly

than American people ! !

c E Listen and complete the phrases. What do you
think they mean?

COMMON WORDS AND PHRASES

1 And any English or American films we saw would
always be: ...

2 ...yott dont really get a to hear much of
American English.

3 I couldnt 

- 

.' living in America now for
that reason.

4 ...lots of people trom, in thewo-rld.

d Listen to the interviews again with the tapescript on
page 70. Then ask and answer the same questions with
a partner.



IE htt"*i.*.. You have worked in theatre, TV
and radio. Which do you most enjoy?

Charles Collingwood Now, I enjoy radio most
because its the medium IVe spent so long in, so
I m so familiar with it that I can relax, it doesnt
make me nervous, I'm able to just throw myself
into it and enjoy every moment. As a young actor,
theatre was what I enjoyed most. AII actors, I
think become actors to work in theatre, that's
what you set out to do and when Ileft RADA in,
when I was a young man aged2l or 2 in 1963, I
ofcourse thought I'd have a life in the theatre, but
it didnt work out that way, Ite spent over half my
life in the longest running soap opera in the world
and I m jolly proud of it.

I What advantage does radio acting have over TV
acting?

C I think many. The obvious answer is that we
dont have to learn our lines, because nobody
can see us. Itt quite interesting ifyou watch a
television soap, very few scenes will last longer
than two minutes, because the actors have got to
learn the lines, and there is only so many words
an actor can get into his head before recording; we
dont have that problem at all. The more artistic
thing for me, the thing that I get from it as an
actor, is its immediacy. Television acting takes a
very long time - setting it up, getting the lighting,
the sound - everything has to be exactly in
order, and then you do the scene, and something
goes wrong, one ofthe props doesnt work or
somebody makes a noise or an aircraft flies over,
or a car goes by, you know, you dont know whats
going to happen. The joy of radio is that you turn
up, you read it through with the other actors, you
go in the studio, you rehearse once, possibly twice
and then you record it, and then you move on, so
I love the immediacy of radio.

IE I Oo you get your script before you go to the
studio to record the programme?

C Well, we do get them in advance, correct. What
we dont know in advance before the scripts arrive
is to whats happening to your character. There
have been occasions in the past when actors have
opened their envelope of scripts and to their
horror found that they've gone under a tractor
or hit a tree or something like that, and thatt not
much fun for them.

I Do you follow the script strictly or do you ad-lib
sometimes?

C I follow the script 907o. If the line is Are you
coming to see us tonight?' and the reply is 'WdlI
be there are sixl I might just go 'Yeah, yeah, I'll be
there at sixi just to make it more conversational.
I also try not to sound too much like an actor.
Actors, because wete been trained, tend to have
good voices and good speech, good projection,
while the public dont, so I dont play my character
as deliberately as I am talking to you.

I How are the sound effects done in radio drama?
c
t
t till
do quite a lot ourselves. I mean, ifwe are required
to walk we walk and you hear our footsteps; if
u,e eat, we eat - we dont eat anything very nice,
you know, ifits a firll Sunday roast, its probably
a rather stale piece of cake. When I first joined, if
you had a love scene, and I'm delighted to say my
character has had many love scenes, when you
kissed the character, when they heard kissing, all it
was was kissing the back ofyour hand, so I would
go bh darling, mmm Iike that, kiss the back of my
haad, which is quite sad really; weil gladly that's
now stopped...

I Do you ever get recognized by your voice?
C Amazingly, more often than youd believe, quite

extraordinary. I was in a supermarket not long
ago, and I overheard a woman with her child
saying to her little boy - he was 11 or 12 - 'Now,
concentrate. I'm going to drop you home before
I go out to play tennis, but make sure when you
get home that you dont forget to rccord The
Archers at7 ciclock, all right?' And I just jumped
in between the two of them and said, 'Do as your
mothert toldl she nearly had a fit this woman,
because she immediately recognized my voice and
that was very funny.

IE Irrt *i.*.r Do you listen to the radio?
Steve Yes.

I When and where do you listen to the radio?
S Mainly in the car when I'm driving or sometimes

at home in quiet moments.
I What kind of programmes do you listen to?
S Generally listen to Radio 2, which is generally

sort of music and comments about the world.
Interviewer Do you listen to the radio?
Sarah I do sometimes because my housemate

Iistens to the radio in the morning and when she
puts it on I listen to it as well.

I What kind of progriunmes do you listen to?
S It's usually Radio 4 and often the news and just

debates and that kind of thing.
Interyiewer Do you listen to the radio?
Nick Yes, I do.
I When and where do you listen to the radio?
N On the compute! on the Internet, and just in my

bedroom.
I What kind of programmes do you listen to?
N 50s rock and contemporary music.
Interviewer Do you listen to the radio?
|ane Yes, I listen to the radio most mornings when

I'm driving to work. I have a journey ofabout 40
minutes to take me to my work, so I listen to the
radio then.

I What kind of progr.rmmes do you listen to?
) I often listen to Radio 2, I like the quiz

programme in the morning. I listen to it coming
home from work and I listen to the news
progr^mmes, I like the classical programmes, and
I like Radio 4.

Interviewer Do you listen to the radio?
Elke Yes, I do, I really like listening to the radio.
I When and where do you listen to the radio?
E Usually in the mornings in the car. I drive to work

in the car and it takes quite a long time, it takes an
hour at least, and I always listen to the radio then.

I What kind of programmes do you listen to?
E In the mornings it's Tfte Today Programme, which

is all about politics and then sometimes I listen to
music, whatever is on.

EE Irrt *i"*". Do you think people today do
less exercise than in the past?

Jeanette Hughes I think on the whole, generally
yes, there are a lot ofpeople that will still do a fair
amount of exercise and sport, but I think generally
as a nation we do do less exercise.

I Why do you thhk that is?

I Technology is probably the primary reason
- youve only got to look around your house:
washing machine, vacuum cleaner,... we've even
got something to turn the television ove! havent
we? And I... and I read an interesting piece, a
woman in the 1950s doing her housework in
a week would have used the same amount of
calories as it would take to run a marathon. So
that... that's sort ofthe general daily activity we
would have had in the 1950s that isnt there now
because oftechnology.

I Anlthing else?

I Cars, I thinh most people are using their cars far
more than they were. So theret a whole heap of
reasons on why people just generally in their daily
lifestyle arent as active as they were, so theyie
going to have to now look for different reasons to
become active, whereas before it was just natural
in your daily life.

I How about young people?

I Young people while they're at school, theyie still
doing an awful lot of activity. I think there have
been government recommendations about how
much activity there should be in school, and they
are doing more and more. Whereas at one time
they would have done hockey, football, netba.ll,
traditional sports, theyte looking at other things
that children and young people enjoy, so theyte
doing skateboarding, they're doing different
tlpes of water sport. By finding other activities
that they can do which are more pleasurable for
them, they're more likely to carry on when theyve
finished school.

I Is there a difference between girls and boys?

I Yeah, generally boys are more active, certainly at
school, anyway, they definitely do more physical
activity or more sports than the gfuIs do.

EE I Do yoo think young people eat more
healthily than the older generation?

J Ooh, thatt a really kind of difficult one to
say, I think it would be mixed in different
households. I think the older generation, and this
is generalizing, but I think the older generation
would generally eat more vegetables. However, a
lot ofpeople will boil those vegetables for a long
time and they will add salt, which isnt necessarily
the best way to cook the vegetables and you wont
necessarily have the same amount of vitamins,
whereas the younger person might eat less but it
might be cooked without salt and less boiling, so
although theyie having less they might be getting
more nutrition, so itt a bit of a difficult one to say
really.

I Is it true that the number of people who smoke
has gone down in recent years?

I Yes, it is. In 1980 there was about 39% prevalence
in smoking, in 2006 that had gorre downto22Vo,
so there has been a steady decline in the smoking
rates in this country.

I Why do you think that is?

) Lots and Iots of different reasons. I think the
change in legislation about smoking in closed
public places changed a lot about perception.
Whereas people felt it was OK to smoke
anywhere, they're now realizing actually this
isnt necessarily OK so people have sometimes
changed their minds because of the legislation.
And some because they just dont v/ant to go out
and get soaking wet and freezing cold standing
outside the pub having a cigarette, so I think,
yeah, theret lots ofdifferent reasons. It's not as

cool as it was, people understand the dangers now,
I think a lot of the older smokers now wouldnt
have known ofthe dangers when they took up
smoking, it wasnt so widely known, whereas now
I think it is, so there are less people starting as well
as people giving up.

I What kind of people come to you for help to stop
smoking?

f We get quite a mix actually, we get smokers and
we also get non-smokers. The smokers will be
from across the range, sometimes we do get quite
young people coming in, saying well actually they
started smoking thinking it was something they
could put down relatively easy and were surprised



how quick they got addicted. We also get quite a
lot of young people coming in who donl smoke
but are concerned about their parents and they
come and ask advice about how to persuade their
parents to give up smoking.

EE It t"*i"*"r How fit are you?

lade I exercise a couple of times a week, so fairly
fit I think.

lnterviewer How fit are you?
Nadia Fairly fit, I like to cycle, I go to the gym

occasionally, do yoga and the treadmill.
Interyiewer How fit are you?
Nick Fairly fit, fairly fit.
t What do you do to keep fit?
N Maintydancing.
lnterviewer How fit areyou?
Sarah I m probably reasonably fit.
t What do you do to keep fit?
S I cycle a lot because I live outside of the centre so

I have to cycle in every day and I also take dance
classes, which is really fun.

Interviewer How fit are you?
Geri Not that fit, I must say.

I What do you do to keep fit?
G Nothing at all.

EE Lrt".ri"to"r How long have you been doing
the job?

Cos Antoniou Ite been a driving instructor now
for some 33 years now.

I What kind ofperson do you need to be to be a
drMng instructor?

C I think a driving instructor needs to be a type of
chameleon, he needs to change his style of teaching
to suit the person thatt sitting next to him. I think
it goes without saying that we have to be patient,
and you have to be a people type ofperson. You
need to be able to react quicklyto situations and
you need to be able to give confidence to the
person that is sitting ne:d to you

I Is it avery stressfirl job?
C Yes, it can be very stressfirl depending on who

you're teaching and where you're teaching, but I
enjoy it.

I Have you ever had an accident or near accident
during a drMng lesson?

C It's very rare for an instructor to have an accident
on a drMng lesson, but when we do have an
accident on a driving Iesson its normally because
we are stationary and its the car behind that
doesnt stop and ends up in the back of them. And
that's what happened to me once. I was stationary
at a zebra crossin6 where people were crossing,
and the car behind me did not stop and ended up
in the back ofour car.

I Do most people pass the test the fust time?
C Most people donl really pass the first time, no.
I In your drMng school what is the record for the

most number of tests that someone has taken?
C With me the maximum amount of tests someone

has taken is eight tests, but Ite. .. I have heard that
other drMng schools have taken at least 25 tests.
The maximum normallywith me is about two.

t Do you think the driving test should be made
more difficult?

C I think the driving test is as hard as it can be. The
British driving test now is perhaps the hardest test,
driving tes! in the world. I dont think it should
be made more difficult, but what I do feel that
we can do to make it easier for people taking it
is to split it up. We have the manoeuwes, that is
turning in the road, reversing round the corne!
and the reverse parking manoeuwes; if we can
separate these from the actual drive, then we can
make the test easier at the same time keeping it at
a high level.

EE I t" general do you think women make
better drivers than men?

C In general I think they do make better, safer
drivers than men. When men, or young boys, p:rss

their driving test they tend to change their attitude
to driving once they're on the road. They do not
follow the way they're taught, they do not keep
their speed down to a reasonable level, whereas
women tend to drive the way theyte taught and
this is why insurance is cheaper for a woman than
it is for a man.

I What one change would you make to the law to
reduce accidents?

C I would make teaching driving compulsory in
all schools so that you start teaching attitude and
start teaching learning to drive in classroom first,
and then having to then teach it on the road, I
would make it compulsory to learn driving in
classes.

I Do you enjoy drMng in your free time?
C Yes, I do enjoy drMng in my free time. Itt the

only time I get to drive, normally I'm in the
passenger seat teaching someone how to drive and
I really enjoy driving in Europe.

EE Ir t"*i"*"r How did you learn to drive?
Elke I learnt to drive when I was 18 in Germany

and I took lessons, which took several weeks.
I Did you pass your test the first time?
E Yes, I did, I am proud to say.
I Do you thinkyou're a good driver?
E Im OK, I do have to do a bit of thinkingwhen I

drive in England and then again when I drive in
Germany to make sure I drive on the right side
and I do the right things, but yeah, Im OK, Ive
not had any big accidents.

Interviewer How did you learn to drive?
Steve Drivinglessons manyyears ago.
I Did you pass your test the first time?
S No.
I Do you think youie a good driver?
S Better than I was when I was younger.
Interviewer How did you learn to drive?
fane I learnt to drive when I was 17, I had a few

lessons with my father but mainly I had lessons
with the driving instructor.

I Did you pass your test the first time?
I I did pass my test the first time, although it took

me quite a many lessons before I was confident.
I Do you think youte a good driver?
I I think Im a good driver, Ite been driving for a

long long time and I've never had any accidents or
any convictions.

Interviewer How did you learn to drive?
Nicholas Mostly my father but I had some lessons

as well.
I Did you pass your test the first time?
N No,third.
I Do you think youte a good driver?
N OK, but Ive got a Iot of experience now, so I'm

oK.
Interviewer How did you learn to drive?
Blanca I learnt to drive when I was 18. I really

wanted to have a driving licence, so as soon as I
turned l8 I decided to take lessons and I had to
take quite a lot oflessons because I wasnt very
good at it. So I took something like 30 lessons and
then I went for my exams.

I Did you pass your test the first time?
B No, I had to take my exams three times.
I Do you thinkyou're a good driver?
B Well, the truth is, I havent actually driven much

since I passed my ex.un, so I think I'lI need to take
lessons again now if I want to start driving again.

!E Irrt"*i"*". How would you describe your
tlpical customer?

IngridRoe Shet older, usuallyin mid-career
woman, a woman who has different things going
on in her life and who is usually part of a family
and the women who come and really look for
something that suits a lifestyle.

I Do they usually know what theywant?
IR They do and they donl. Itt like with every

shopper, you sort ofhave your eye out for
surprises, but in general they know what they're
shopping for in terms of a certain event or a
special occasion.

I And how do you help them choose what they
want?

IR I listen to their needs. I essentially ask them if
there is something specific that they needed to
find, if it needs to go with something that they
already own in their wardrobe and sort of that's a
starting point and itt very easy to come up with a
good solution, that is long lasting as well.

I What kind of customer do you find most
difficult?

IR Someone who isnt listening to what youre
saying, who asks question after question and
doesnt wait for the answer that's really difficult to
work around.

I Do you ever tell a customer that something that
they've tried on doesnt really suit them?

IR Yeah, all the time because I do want them to
return, I dorit want someone to go home with
something for the sake of a sale, because that
one sale might be profitable at the moment but if
something doesnl suit a woman she will usually
know shdll know very soon, so either it will come
back to the shop as a retum or shdll just never
come back to us and that is something that I
would like to avoid.

!E I oo you get male customers as well as

fema.le customers?
IR Yes, we do, we do, and therdll be bofriends and

husbands and sons or son-in-laws.
I And are male customers any more difficult than

female customers?
IR Yes and no. Ifthey have shopped here before

and if they know their wives' sizes, it will be very
easy, also we have a very close relationship with
our customers so we can actually,. .. for the most
part we know who the woman is, so it wiII be
easy enough for us to figure out what it is that she
would love to have, in terms ofcolour and size
and materials. Ifthey are fairly new to this store,
to the shop, it's harder, and very often wdll stand
in as prory for their wives or girlfriends and try
things on and model them for the man to figure
out what it is he would love to buy for her.

I Are you ever a difticult customer?
IR No, nq I hate difficult customers so no, not at

all.
I Is shoplifting a problem here?
IR No, because it's a small shop and I think they are

very quickly very uncomfortable, being watched.
So no, itt not a bi8 problem.

I But you do have shopliflers...
IR Yeah, yeah as everyone, and the shoplifting part

is funny because all the merchants here know
one another and we alert one another and thatt
what the phone is for, you know - man with green
hat walking down the street he just tded to lift
something, watch out for him.

I What are the best and worst sides of the job?
IR The best sides are community, a sense of

belonging, New York is a big city and I feel I know
everyone on the blocls and thatt unusual, so it has
a small town feel at the same time. The worst side
is feeling a little bit locked in sometimes, because
you cant, unlike other jobs, you cant just walk out
for a little five-minute break or go, you know, pick
up your dry-cleaning around the corner, you have
to wait until you can actually close the shop to do
any other things in your life.

!E Irrt".rri.rn.. Do you like being helped by a
shop assistant when you are buying clothes?

Nick It depends what I am looking for, but quite
often I can find it quite turitating.



I What irritates you most about shop assistants in
clothes shops?

N When they recommend something that I am not
really looking for.

Interviewer Do you like being helped by a shop
assistant when you are buying clothes?

Merccdes Ah, no I dont, I like to browse myself
because I know what I like.

I What irritates you most about shop assistants in
clothes shops?

M_When theyle pus\ and music really irritates

Interviewer Do you like being helped by a shop
assistant when you are buying clothes?

Geri No, not really.
I What irritates you most about shop assistants in

clothes shops?
G They always try to convince you that something

that you are looking at is fantastic on you.
Interviewer Do you like being helped by a shop

assistant when you are buying dothes?
Nadia Occasionally, if I cannot find my number,

my size, but if I am just shopping around and. . .

no.
I What irritates you most about shop assistants in

clothes shops?
N When theyte rude, when they dont really want

to, like, do their job.
Interviewer Do you like being helped by a shop

assistant when you are buying clothes?

foey If I m looking for a particular thing; if I m not,
I like to just shop, kind of, by myself.

I What irritates you most about shop assistants in
clothes shops?

I When they're not that helpful, when they dont
know what they are talking about.

EE Irrt *i"rr"r How old were you when you
first learnt to ride?

Camilla Naprous I ve ridden all my life really, but
I started doing my stunts when I was eight years
old.

I Andwho taughtyouhowto ride?
C My father taught me mostly how to ride, but my

brothers also taught me quite a lot too.
I What was the first stunt that you did?
C I did a thing called a Roman ride where you

stand on two horses and theyie connected
between the heads with a tiny little strap and you
gallop around.

I Was it dangerous?
C Oh, extremely dangerous, you know, especially if

you're eight years old.
I Was your father worried that you might hurt

yourself doing stunts?
C Not really because htNot really because het been a stuntman all his

life and het always wanted his children to startalways wanted his children to start
from an early age. Itt best to start from an early
age really because you have no fear.

I Have you ever been badly hurt doing a stunt?
C Touchwood,notyet.
I Do you need a special kind of horse for this kind

ofwork?
C Oh God yeah, theyve got to be so brave, they

have got to be able to ride through a battlefield
and not notice absolutely anlthing, explosions,
anything.

I What kind of horses are these?
C These... this one is actua\ a Lusitano, he's a

Portuguese horse and mainly we use Andalusians,
which are a Spanish horse.

I When you work with actors can they usually
already ride or do you need to teach them?

C Most of the time we have to teach them.
I And how long does that take?
C Sometimes production give you two days to

teach them, sometimes you can have a month to
teach them, it all depends on what time period
they have, you know with the actors' diaries and
things.

u#s*r*

EE r Wt o are easier to teach, men or women?
C When I teach actresses I find them a lot easier

because they think about their safety, they're very
good at listening, where some actors that you get
hold of are quite macho, they kind of think they
already know it.

I In a film how much ofthe riding do actors get to
do themselves and how much is done by doubles?

C It all depends on the movie really, it depends on
the director mostly, because some directors want
their actors to ride non-stop. It all depends on the
safety really, if something is too dangerous, then
we have to bring a double in because we can't
harm the actor. It all depends on the movie.

I Of all the actors you've worked with who was the
best rider?

C Itt got to be between Natalie Portman and
Scarlett |ohansson, that I shot The Other BoleTn
Girl with. They did so well, they kind of competed
against one other because they were doing similar
roles, and they had a sisterly rivalry in the whole
story so that was an interesting movie to work on.

I Had they ridden before?
C Scarlett had ridden a little bit, because she did

The Horse Whisperer when she was 12, but Natalie
had never ridden before in her life.

I And how long did you spend with them before
they were ready?

C I did quite well really. I had about a month to
train them, so it was quite a long time for a movie
so we had a lot of time between teaching them
from start to finish.

I What film have you most enjoyed working on?
C I ve just shot a movie called Season of the Witch

with Nicholas Cage and that was good fun
because we used the horses for the whole of the
movie because it's a travelling story theyte on it in
every single scene.

EE k t.*i"*". Do you have a favourite animal
film or cartoon?

Daphne I guess I would have to say The Lion King.
I Why do you Iike it?
D It made me cry when I was a kid. Its a beautifirl

story.
I Would you like to work with animals?
D No, not really, no.
I Whynot?
D I dont like every arimal, I guess, and looking at

them from a distance is enough. I wouldnt like to
work with animals.

Interviewer Do you have a favourite animal film
or cartoon?

|ade Tigger from Winnie the Pooh.
I Whv do vou like Tisser?Why do you like Ti\Arhy do you like Tigger?

I dont know, he's ridiculous and very energetic.
Would you like to work with animals?

I No Im allergic to animals.
lnterviewer Do you have a favourite animal film

or cartoon?
Ash llike Madagascar.
I Why do you like it?
A Because it's got some interesting characters in it.
I Would you like to work with animals?
A I like dogs, but as a general rule, probably not.
I Whynot?
A Because theyie a bit messy and noisy.
Interviewer Do you have a favourite animal fiIm

or cartoon?
Elke Yes, I really enjoyed Ice Age, that was a good

filrn.
I Why did you like it?
E It's really funny and it actually worls for both

adults and children, so it works on several levels
for humour and you can all watch it as a family.

I Would you like to work with a.nimals?
E That depends on the job. I mean the first thing

that comes to mind is a vet and I think I would
probably not like seeing these cute little animals
suffer, so probably not. But if it was sometling,

you know, something really good, then yes,
maybe.

Interviewer Do you have a favourite animal film
or cartoon?

Aslrley I sure do, Ifte Lion King.
I Why?
A Because I ve been to Africa so I thinks itt fun

to watch the cartoon version of animals that I ve
seen.

I Would you like to work with animals?
A Idontthinkso.
I Whynot?
A Because they smell.

EE Irrt *i.*.r Is it common for criminals to
confess to their crime?

Bob Fenton It's very rare for a criminal to confess.
They all tell lies.

I Do you normally know when someone is lying?
B There is a body language attached to people

who tell lies when they speak One of the most
common ones is eye contact so if you ask me a
question and I replied, as soon as I finished my
answer, I would look away, and then I would look
back to see your response to my answer. A person
telling the truth doesnt do that.

I Are men better liars than women or vice versa?
B Thatt a very good question. I would say that

women are probably better liars than men.
The problem is that most of the time theyte
interviewed by men, because there are still more
men detectives than female detectives. And, of
course, they try it on with the males whereas
perhaps the best method for an interview with a
female would be with a female detective.

I What is the most unbelievable excuse for a crime
you have ever heard?

B I had a case once where a man was caught
breaking into a house; he was actually stopped as he
entered the house and he said that he was walking
along the road and was thirsty, so he thought he
would break into the house to get himself a glass of
water. And his story was believed.

I Do you think that community service works
better than prison for young offenders?

B Community service is a soft option in my
opinion. I think that criminals will opt for that
ifthey can and try and persuade a judge, or a
magistrate, to give them a community service
order rather than a custodial order, and I think
theyre just playing the system and hope that at the
end ofthe day the penalty as such isnt strong and
a lot of them will go back to crime immediately
afterwards, if not during it.

EE I Whatb the most dangerous situation youve
been in?

B I suppose the most dangerous one I was involved
in was when I was in a police car and we were
on an operation to catch some armed and
daagerous men. These criminals were then seen
and we followed them in their car - they had a
car - we followed them and it ended up that they
abandoned their car, actually on a bridge, and we
then drove up and as they ran away, they actually
had to come towards us because ofthe situation.
But as they came past they fired at us both from
the front ofthe vehicle and at the rear, so we had
bullets in... I think we had three bullets in the
front and two in the back. We then had to give
chase on foot, very carefully I may add. The men
then broke into a house, where they eventually
came out after a few days, and gave themselves up.
This incident ended up, obviously the men went
to court and were all given life sentences, at the
end of it I was awarded a gallantry medal, and had
to go to Buckingham Palace, and I was presented
with the medal by the Queen.

I In novels and on TY detectives often have
problems with their personal lives because of the



hours they have to work and the stress ofthe job,
do you think that is true in real life?

B Yes, policemen have one of the highest divorce
rates in the country as an occupation. They tend
to work hard and play hard, so they have long
hours' work and when they finish they go to a
restaurant and relax, and they dont go home.
They talk with their pals and by the time they get
home they hardly see any of their family, so I can
understand why they have domestic problems.

I Would you recommend a career in the police?
B The simple answer is yes and I can illustrate that

by saying that I have, in fact, five children - they
all happen to be girls - but two of them, number
two and number three, both themselves joined the
police force because they realized I enjoyed it and
they thought that would be a good career for them
and I certainly wouldilt stop them pursuing that
career, and ofcourse the world being the world,
they met policemen and married them and their
husbands are both police officers.

EE Lrt"*i.*.r Who is your favourite fictional
detective?

Steve I suspect Columbo is one of them, yeah.
I why?
S Because he likes solving crimes and you think

he's not going to solve them with his bumbling
antics, but he actually does solve them in the end.

I Have you ever seen a crime being committed?
S No, I don't think I actually have, no.
Interviewer Who is your favourite fictional

detective?
Sarah I thinkPoirof.
r \{4ly?
S I like his moustache and het a gentleman.
I Have you ever seen a crime being committed?
S I ve seen someone trying to steal a bike.
Interviewer Who is your favourite fictional

detective?
Ashley My favourite fictional detectiveis Nancy

Drew,
I \44ry?
A My mum read all the books when she was

younger so when I read them it was nice to kind
of read something that shed already read.

I Have you ever seen a crime being commifted?
A I guess so, yeah.
I What was it?
A I ve seen people shoplifting and then running

away from the store.
Interviewer Who is your favourite fictional

detective?
Elke I really enjoyed Miss Marple, when I was

younger I read a lot ofAgatha Christie books and
I thought she was a great character and we used
to watch those films, Sunday afternoons and she
was just a really good character. And then later on
I also liked Inspector Morsebecartse all the stories
are set in Oxford and that's where I live, so itt very
interesting.

I Have you ever seen a crime being committed?
E No, luckily not, no.
Interviewer Who is your favourite fictional

detective?
Francesco My favourite fictional detective is

Sherlock Holmes.
I why?
F Because he's very intelligent, he uses his

very complex cases.
en a crime being committed?

seen shoplifting being

What exactly do you do?
American diplomat, which

my country in other countries
rld to do that. And in most

nd an American Embassy,
the capital, sometimes we may

have a consulate outside ofthe capital.
I What countries have you worked in?
S When I first became a diplomat I was lucky

enough to be assigned to go to Brazil, which is
a great, fascinating country. I learnt Portuguese
and I went to Brasilia, the capital, which is in the
middle of the country which is a new capital -
fairly new capital - and then I was lucky enough
to go to Rio de |aneiro, so I saw the two extremes
ofBrazil. I got to dance in the Brazilian carnival,
it was one of the high points, I think, of my
diplomatic career, and wear a fancy costume,
that was great. After that I was on my way to the
former Yugoslavia, to Sarajevo and so I studied
Serbo-Croatian language and I was three days
away from going there when the war broke out in
Bosnia, which put an end to my assignment, and
unfortunate\ I never. .. my Serbian never really
recovered from that.

I So then where did you go?

S Instead I ended up going to Estonia at the time
ofthe fall ofthe Soviet Union, and was there
from 1991 to 94 - that was a fantastic time, a very
difficult language for an English speaker to learn. I
didnt ever really become fluent, but I could speak
a few words and phrases. After that I went to
Germany and I spent four years in the Rhineland.
After that back to the United States, then after that
I went to Greece, and before I went to Greece I
studied Greek language for ayear, which was very
interesting for an English speaker because we have
so many words in English that come from Greek

I And after that?
S Then after that I went to Denmark where people

have very high level ofEnglish language ability
and I did not have to study Danish, although I did
pick up a few phrases. And then from Denmark
IVe IVe come here, so, yeah, I ve studied a lot of
Ianguages, most of them in the European family,
in fact all of them.

EE I How long have you been in London?
S IVe been here about nine months.
I How does being in London compare with the

other countries youve been to?
S Oh yeah, for a diplomat, London is the best,

I mean. I think for an American diplomat it is
one ofthe closest relationships we have in the
world, and so itt an honour to come here. As
President Obama said recently it still is very much
the special relationship, its absolutely centre to
everything America wants to accomplish in the
world, so it's a wonderful place to be.

I What do you like best about the UK?
S I like very much the British... the British village,

the way a village functions in Britain, the way that
the villages have evolved over time has been in a
way that permits you to live perhaps on the edge
of the countryside but yet still be able to wa.lk to
the pharmacy or walk to a grocery store, and I
really like that. I think that is a big difference and
it's something that I think Americans can learn
from.

I What dont you like about life in the UK?
S I come from the Western part of America,

which is the most lightly popuJated part of the
United States, and I am used to having lots of
space and lots of, you know, big open vistas. I...
there arent that many places in Britain that you
could really have that sense ofbeing alone in a
wilderness. One big thing that strikes me in terms
of difference is the cost of living is very very high
here, In America we tend to earn a bit more for
similar professions and we pay a lot less for rent,
for groceries, for almost everything.

I What problems do you think a British person
would have going to live in the US?

S I think there would be aspects to America that
would probably be p:uzzling, especially when you
feel familiar with the culture because in Britain, of

course, people watch a lot ofAmerican television,
and even though they know that what you see on
TV is not true, somehow there is a part ofyour
brain that buys it an1,way. And so I feel when
British people come to America theyie often
pleasantly surprised because wete not as violent
or as extreme as television shows us to be. They...
I think most British people when they come to
America actually feel very comfortable, perhaps a
little relieved too.

EE Int.rri.*.. Do you find it easier to
understand British or American speakers?

Elke Well, I'm from Germany and I learnt English
at school in Germany, and we learnt British
English. And any English or American films we
saw would always be dubbed so you dont really
get a chance to hear much of American English.
And also British pronunciation is quite sharp and
crisp. So maybe being German that comes a bit
easier to me.

I Would you prefer to live in the US or in the UK?
E Thatt quite a difficult question to answer because

all my knowledge of America comes from one trip
to New York and the rest comes from the media
or books. I mean the weather obviously would
probably be a lot nicer in America or certain parts
of America compared to Britain, but I ve lived
here for ten years now and I like it and I enjoy it.
I have friends here. I mean I couldnt see myself
living in America now for that reason.

Interviewer Do you find it easier to understand
British or American speakers?

)os6 I think I prefer English people because they
speak more slowly than the Americans. And they
make a few pauses when they speak

I Would you prefer to live in the US or in the UK?
) Maybe in the US - fine weather, bigger country

Iots of people from everywhere in the world.
Interviewer Do you find it easier to understand

British or American speakers?
Francesco I find it easier to understand British

speakers because I learnt British English in school
when I was in Italy.

I Would you prefer to live in the US or in the UK?
F I have lived in both countries, but I think Britain

is easier for me because of the similarities with
Italian culture in the European, sort of, continent.

Interviewer Do you find it easier to understand
British or American speakers?

Daniela I would say American English because
I'm from Sweden and we have a lot of shows and
- TV shows, that is - and movies from America.
And you hear it more often because you dont
really dub the shows in Sweden so itt a natural
part oflife, I would say.

I Would you prefer to live in the US or in the UK?
D I would say at the moment the US. Im here

Iooking for a job in New York I lived here last
year too. But when it comes to the long run I
would say the UK. I definitely prefer the political
system there. And I think its more similar to
Sweden. I would definitely prefer that.
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PP. 4-s
rb
I London, 2 Edinburgh, 3 Cardiff, 4 Belfast

Conntry Population Parks Rivers

I london E gland 8 million Big Ben, Buckingham Palacg West end,

British Museum, Houses of Parliament,

Piccadilly Circus, Tower of London.

Hyde Park, Greenwich

Park, St James' Park, and

Regents Park.

River Thames.

2 Edinburgh ftodand 450,000 Edinburgh Castle, The Royal Mile, Holyrood

House, St Giles'Cathedral, Princes Street

Fofth Rail Bridge.

Princes Sfeet Gardens. Firtr of Fodh.

5 Beffan Nofthern lreland 280,000 Victoria Square, Titanic Quarter. Botanic Gardens. River Lagan.

4 Cardiff Wales 32t,000 Cardiff Castle, Millennium Spor6 Stadium,

Welsh National Opera, National Museum

and Gallery.

Roath Park Cathay's Park,

and Bute Park.

River Taff.

1d
1 Belfast, 2 Cardiff,3 London, 4 Edinburgh

2a

1 Once a year.

2 Covent Garden.
3 Someone who plays music or acts on the street for money.

4 Sitting at a bar and watching the buskers.

5 She loves the atmosphere.

pp. 6-7
1a

1c
2 a-i
3 a5, b4, cl, d2, e3

4 a3,b4,c5,d2,el
5 a color, b centre, c TV programme, d grey, e favourite

2a

I speak, 2 isnt, 3 use,4 spread, 5 study

2c
I official,2 native, 3 influence, 4 diplomacy, 5 aviation

2d
I F English is a first language, but not an official one.

2T
3T
4T
5 F More people study French than German in the EU.

3t
a3,bl, c4, dZ

New English FiIe Culture Link Answer Key Oxford University Press 2008

3b
1T
2 F British and American English have different grammar and

vocabulary.
3 F Noah Webster wrote his dictionary to illustrate the

differences between American and British English.

4T
5 F Some of the changes he made still remain.

pp. 8-e
rb
will
lc
IT
2 F He watches TV a lot.
3 F They usually rent DVDs instead.
4T
5 F She doesnt read books very often.
6T
2t
I arent, 2 spending, 3 using, 4 is, 5 thinking, 6 use, 7 isolating,
8 learning

2b
I They are spending more time using computers and mobile

phones.

2 A lack of exercise can lead to health problems in the future.
3 Some people use the Internet for l6 hours or more per

week.
4 The Chinese Government wants to restrict the number of



hours teenagers can spend online.
5 Teenagers are using chat-rooms, texts, or emails for social

interaction instead of spending time face-to-face with their
friends.

6 Yorrng people learn how to interact online instead.

2c
1 interaction, 2 addicted, 3 restricting, 4 keypads,

5 moderation,6 caution

pp. 10-1 t
la
lb, 2b, 3b (increased from 15 in 2007),4b, 5a, 5b, 7b, 8c, 9a,

l0a

2t
I debate, 2 army,3 jobs, 4 parry', 5 decisions, 6 home, 7 cars,

politics

pp.12-13
rb
lD,28,3C,4E,5,A

2a

You must not drink alcohol, take drugs or drive under the
influence of drugs, or use a mobile phone while driving.
It is safest to have no alcohol or drugs in your system at all.

2b
I It can slow down your reactions or over-stimulate you and

cause you to take risks. It could make you less reactive,
make you sleepy, and reduce your concentration.

2 The only safe option is to not drink any alcohol; even a
small amount affects your driving.

3 Drugs can make your reactions slow down, and make you
Iess co-ordinated. Drugs can make you sleepy or take risks.

4 Speaking on a mobile phone while you are driving is a

distraction. Driving at the same time as speaking on a
phone can cause accidents because while you are talking on

the phone you are not concentrating on the road.

5 Ifthe pedestrian is speaking on the phone or sending
a text message while crossing the road, he/she is not
concentrating on the road.

New English FiIe Culture Link Answer Key Oxford University Press 2008

pp.14-1s
1c

1 What is bullying?
2 Who should you tell if you are being bullied?
3 What should you do if you are being bullied?
4 How can I feel better about myself?

rd
lb,2a, 3b,4d

2a

I F She was bullied at Secondary School.

2 F He was called Paul.

3 F It was 'goatl

4T
5T
6 F She became a fashion designer.

pp.16-17
rb
Scuola dell' infanzia, Scuola Primaria, S cuola S econdqria

l"grado, Scuola Secondaria 2" grado (ltaly).

1c

I curriculum, 2 sixth form, 3 compulsory,4 progress.

1d

I Between five and sixteen.
2 Atype of secondary school.
3 When they are 16. Between eight and ten GCSEs.

4 English, Maths, Science, Geography, History, Modern
Foreign Languages, Music, Physical Education, Citizenship,
and Religious Education.

5 Dividing students into different classes for each school
subject according to ability.

2a

lD,28, 3C,4A

2b

A

Why the voting age should be t6

It's unfair that you can join the

army, but not be able to vote.

many l5-year-olds have jobs

and pay taxes so they should

be able to vote.

lots of l6-year-olds don't know

anything about politics and

can't make inlormed decisions.

many l6-year-olds don't pay

taxes, drive cars, own houses,

and still live wih their parenb

so policies don't affect them.



3b

Jumper/ ordigan Skirt / trousers BIouse / shiil lte Shoes Sock likes / does
not like sdrool
uniform?

nobctl Grey with a dark
green'v'neck

Grey Grey or white Dark green B ack Grey Does not like
school uniform

Sdta Navy blue Blue and green

tartan skirt
Yellow No tie Black Navy blue Likes wearing

school uniform

AiidrGa Grey Gey White shirt Burgundy and
yellow stripes

Likes school
uniform

PP.18-1e
1a

1 People in the USA and Canada celebrate Thanksgiving.
2 In the USA it is the fourth Thursday of November. In

Canada it is the second Monday in October.
3 Hogmanay is the name for the Scottish New Year

celebrations.
4 It is celebrated in Scotland.
5 Guy Fawkes was a man who tried to blow up the British

Houses of Parliament in 1605.

6 Bonfire Night is the 5th November.
7 No, it was originally a Celtic festival.

8 Halloween comes from All Hallows'Eve - the night before

All Hallows, or All Saints', Day.

2a
lG, 2H, 3D,48,5F, 6A, 7E, 8C

2b

I F The first Canadian Thanksgiving was in 1578.

2T
3T
4 F There was a group of 13 men.
5 F The Celts celebrated their New Year on the lst November.
6 F They bought Halloween to America in the lgth Century.

3t
He goes to the beach.

3b
I Het from Melbourne.
2 It's very hot and sunny.
3 It's where thousands ofpeople get together, light candles,

and sing Christmas Carols.
4 He opens his presents in the mornrng.
5 Yes, he loves Christmas!

pp. 20-21
1c

rd
I F Seven years bad luck.
2 F A rabbit's foot brings good luck in England.
3F
4T
5T
6 F They must wear something blue.

2a
I vicious, 2 raven, 3 clip, 4 Beefeatet 5 Raven Master,
6 lodgings, 7 fledglings

Pp. 22-23
1a

l5 years old.

rb
A2, B8, C3,D7,81, F4, G6, H5

Ihings that bdng
good ludr

Ihi4sthahhg
bad hd(

Things that stop

bad luck

Rabbitt foot
Brides must wear

something old,

something new,

something bonowed and

something blue on $eir
wedding day.

Breaking a minor.

Spilling salt
Walking under a ladder.

Number I3.

leave a house by a

different door.

Blad cat walking in front

of you.

Bury tle broken mirror

in he garden.

Throw spih sah over your

left shoulder.

Touch wood.

2a

Person Job lile?

t lBsica Works part time at the local riding stables. yes

2 Alex Paper boy. no

I lsabel Fast food restaurant. yes

New English File Culture Link Answer Key Oxford University Press 2008



2b
I She worls 5 hours a week.
2 She gets paid €,2.00 an hour.
3 No, he doesnt.
4 He starts work at 7 a.m.

5 Isabel work from 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
6 She gets pud 83.20 an hour.

PP. 24-2s
la
Famous universities in the UK include Oxford and Cambridge.
Harvard and Yale are examples of famous American
universities.
According to the Guinness Book of World Records, the world's
oldest continuously operating degree-granting university is

the University of Al-Karaouine in Morocco, founded in 859.

The oldest university in Europe is the University of Bologna,
founded in 1088. Oxford University was founded before 1167,

but the exact date is unknown. Cambridge University was

founded in 1209.

rb
lo,2H,30,4H, sH,60

1c

I It is in south-east England.
2 King Henry II argued with France and stopped English

Scholars studying at the University of Paris.

3 There was fighting between the townspeople and the
students in Oxford.

4 It's named after )ohn Harvard.
5 He left his library and half his money to the new university.
5 It contains over 15 million books.

2a
I application, 2 offer,3 unconditional, 4 statement, 5 courses,
6 subject

2b
I It is the University and Colleges Admission Services.
2 By the middle of |anuary of the year you want to start

university.
3 The universities let you know by the 28th March.
4 It is a description ofyourselfand whyyou are interested in

studying the subject.
5 Bachelor ofArts (BA) or Bachelor ofScience (BSc),

3a
It is a year out of study before going to university.

3b
1 unpredictable, 2 settled in, 3 voluntary, 4 marine, 5 chance

3c
I She is teaching in India.
2 She didnt have much training before she went.
3 She thinks it is a beautiful country but it can be very chaotic

and unpredictable.

4 He wants to study Marine Biology.

5 He wanted to go on a marine conservation and research
expedition.

6 He's learnt how to scuba dive, how to identify different types
offish, and how to speak Spanish.

PP. 26-27
1a

1 surfing,2 abseiling,3 parachuting,4 basketball, 5 canoeing,
6 rugby

1c

George went to 'Make a splash!'summer camp and Megan
went to the Art AttaclC one.

2b
I occupied, 2 compulsory 3 unsupervised,4 unruly, 5 planned

2c
I It is from 9 a.m. to 3.30 p.m.
2 They spend more time with their friends.
3 Because clubs will keep teenagers offthe streets and make

sure they behave themselves.
4 Because there isnt enough time during the school day.

5 They have to do homework.

pp. 28-29
1b

I launched 2 accompanied 3 shown 4 saw 5 broadcast 6 played
7 presented 8 based 9 promotes 10 continues

lc
IF, 2T, 3F,4F, 5T

2c
I Maria Louise Ciccone.
2 Bay City Michigan.
3 To begin a dance career.

4 Cinema, author of childrent books, and fashion designer.

2d
25 - number of years of Madonnat career.
1963 - Madonna's mother died.
1978 - She moved to New York.
1980 - She first became famous on MTV
35 - The number of dollars she had in her pocket when she
moved to New York in 1978.
1.2 - Million people watched.her Confessions Tour in 2006

New English File Culture Link Answer Key Oxford University press 2008



PP- io-i1
rb

3b
Metro Centre in Gateshead is the biggest shopping centre.

3c
rT
2 F It is in Gateshead near Newcastle upon Tyne in the

north-east of England.

3T
4 F It is open on Sunday from I I.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m.
5T
6T

pp.32-33
rb
At some rail and underground stations in London, there is a
'gap between the train and the platform at the station. 'Mind
the Gap is an announcement to tell passengers to be careful
when getting off trains.
lc
I
a

J

4

5

6

Because of its tube-shaped tunnels.
Three million passengers.

The German bombing of London during World War II.
During World War II the underground was used as an air-
raid shelter for Londoners.
From 7.30 a.m. to 9.30 a.m. and from 4.30 p.m. to 6.30 p.m.
No. It closes between I a.m. and 5 a.m. for maintenance
work.
It is a smart card with an electronic chip that you can charge

with credit and use to pay for travel on the Underground
and buses in London.

2b
IG 2D 3E 48 5A 6C

2c

I commuter
2 lde
3 scheduled flight
4 short-haul
5 congestion

PP.34-3s
la
A Colosseum, Italy B Taj Mahal, India C Petra, ]ordan
D Machu Picchu, Peru E Statue of Christ the redeemder,

Brazil F Chichen Itza, Mexico G Great Wall, China H Great

Pyramid and Sphinx at Giza, Egypt.

lc
I heritage, 2 honorary, 3 controversial, 4 charging,
5 complained, 6 opinions

1d

I To draw attention to the world's cultural heritage and to
highlight the importance of preserving these places.

2 By phone, text or Internet.
3 Because people could vote as many times as they liked so

they werent very accurate.
4 Over 14 million.
5 Telephone companies stopped charging people for phone

calls and text messages to vote.
6 Everyone around the world could vote.

le
a4,86, C7, D8, E2, Fl, G5, H3,

PP.36-i7
1b

.{4iv, B3iii, C2ii,D li

dod Sts!€t Eflr Avrnue

f.tr tondon Manhattan in New York

ilnHeArdt

IhFdin bffi'
OrnirS Cr6 Road and

milanCartRoad

Washington Square Park in

Greenwidt Mllage

Ihe l-ladem River at l42nd

sfe€t

Fanoos Sto,gs rd
Buildirys

Sefridgei tlaft nrd
Spnr, HlIr- Nfclnilrt
Zr4bpCrop, Gap, Hm,

1-lfiany and Grtier,
Abersombie & Frtch,

Apple's glass cube,

Guggenheim Museum,

tre Metopolhan Museum

of ArL The Empire State

Building The Rockefeller

Center, and St Patrick's

Gbedral

Itffi's longest $opping
Sed llas Jm shops.

Norember famous actor

tums on Chrisbnas lights.

It has four underground

stations.

ft is the dividing line

for sEeet addresses in

Manhattan.

2a

Country

a I The Eiffe!
Tower

France Was the tallest man-made structure in the world.
Visited by six million people every year.

b I Stonehenge
England Built between 3l00BC and 2000BC.

No-one knows why.

c 4 The Sydney

Opera House

Australia Completed in l975.

Situated next to Sydney Harbour Bridge

d 2 The Statue ol
tiberty

USA Symbol of freedom and hope.

Cift from French Government.
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2

3

4

5

6

rd
I contemporary, 2 chronologically, 3 installation, + bank
5 movement, 6 turbine

le
The Tate modern opened in 2000.

The power station closed in 1981.

The Tate Modern is more than 200 metres long.
Its chimney is 99 metres high.
There are 5 levels in the Tate Modern.

rf
I It is on the south bank of the river Thames, opposite St.

Paul's Cathedral and the City of London.
Sir Giles Scott desigred the original building.
It is used to display large installations.
They want to build a glass pyramid extension.

They are organised according to important movements in
twentieth century art.

The Tate Britain is in Pimlico, London; the other two are in
Liverpool and St. Ives in Cornwall.

2a

I United States, 2 culture, 3 science, 4 images, 5 dream,

6 geometric, 7 realistic, 8 ideas

2b
1B, 2C, 3D,44

3a

Nanqe Awthowl"4 MayP,DavLd 
^oyttoLLeqBorw soth Avtaustlqso

NatlowaLLtu EwaLLsh /B,iush
sxbieot stwdLed Bwddhtsn*; souLttwre

v 

-

Pizes wow r,crwer Pnze t:t)a

3b
I F He was the youngest of seven children.
2DS
3T
4 F Most of it is outside.
5 F It is displayed in London.
6T

pp. i8-39
rb
Air travel and global warming.

lc
I income, 2 offsetting, 3 fuel, 4 carbon neutral, 5 pollutants,
6 budget

ld

A Aryumenb against air travel B argumelrB for air travel

- Worldl fastest growing man-

made ource of CO2 and is

contributing to global warming.

- lt's more polluting than cars as

fre C02 enters the ozone layer

immediately.

- lt's too cheap so more and more
people are llying.

lt accounb for less than 5oh of

CO2 emissions.

More air travel means more

tourism and more jobs for people

in developing countries.

lf people stop flying there could

be global unemployment

You can make your flight carbon-

neutral.

rf
I F People are flying more because flights cost less.

2 DS3 F The Government should encourage people to go on
holiday close to home.

4T
5T
6T
2a

No, she doesn't.

2b
I Because you can make your flight carbon neutral.
2 It returns carbon dioxide to the air during decomposition.
3 Sometimes they are forced to leave their land.

4 Because theylackwater and proper care.

5 Because sometimes the trees are not indigenous to the area.

6 It is best to not fly at all, or invest in other energy-saving
projects.

40-41

I estate, 2 dowry,3 social improvement, 4 marriage, 5 manner
6 bachelor, 7 inherit

lc
I F It is a comedy of manners.
2 F They had five daughters.
3 F He is very rich.
4T
5T
6T
2a

They are talking about the arrival ofa new neighbour who
could be a potential husband for one oftheir daughters.

2b
I Mr Bingley.
2 He is single and very wealthy.
3 He is very rich, from the north of England, and he would

make a wonderful husband for one of her daughters.
4 Netherfield Park.

5 She wants him to marry one of her daughters.
6 He must see them as soon as possible to avoid him meeting

other neighbours and falling in love with their daughters.

PP
rb
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3a

An arranged marriage is a marriage between two people for
business reasons. A love marriage is a marriage between two
people for love.

3b
A forced marriage is where one or both of the parties do not
consent to the marriage and are forced into it by their parents

or relatives.

3c
I in most countries of the western world.
2 have this tradition.
3 rates are lower in arranged marriages.
4 can be hard.
5 agree to an arranged marriage.
6 and reach compromises.
7 find suitable husbands or wives for their marriage by

families when they go abroad.
8 economic background and caste.

Pp. 42-4i
1b

lE,2D,34,48,5R 6C

lc
lweaver, 2 shuttle, 3 spinning wheel, 4 artisan, 5 associated

benefits, 6 handloom.

2a

2b
IT
2 F One weaver could operate it on their own.
3 F They were angry as they thought the invention would take

work away from them.
4T
5 F Lots ofpeople copied his invention, but didnt pay him

any money as he applied for a patent too late.
6T

pp. 44-4s
rb
A tourist is someone who visits a place for pleasure. Ten
percent of the worldt worKorce works in the tourist industry.
According to recent findings, Paris is the most visited city in
the world, with the Eiffel tower the most visited monument

rd
I 635 million international visits are made every year.

2 Improvements in transport, higher incomes and people
having longer holidays and spending more on them have
helped the growth of tourism.

3 Tourism is important for some countries because of the
income generated by the consumption of goods and services
by tourists. Tourism creates a lot of employment.

4 Student's own answers - possible answers include: increased
pollution due to more flights, rising prices in some tourist
destinations, over-reliance upon one industry,

2t
IE,28, 3,A, 4F, 5C, 6D

3a
Mary thinks tourism is positive. fohn thinks it is negative

PP. 46-47
rb
IE, 2M, 3M,4M, 5E, 6M, 7E, 8E

2a
1T
2DS
3T
4T
5 R the majority disappear without a trace.

pp. 48-4e
lb
IE, 2A, 3F, 4CID,5C/D, 68

lc
A pears, B mayonnaise, chocolate, C chicken, tuna, bacon,
D milk, yogurt, E rice, pasta, potatoes, F courgettes

le
I 6-lt portions.
2 It is the size of a palm of a hand,
3 They provide the body with its main source of energy.
4 5portionsaday.
5 They provide the body with fibre, vitamins, and minerals.
5 It gives you healthybones and teeth.
7 2-3 portions a day.

8 Rarely, once a day at most.

3b

Loration Near Leeds in Yorkshire.

Size 70 km wide.

Number ol visiton every yeal I million visitors every year

Nunber oI loral residenb 18,000

Attsactions Yorkhire Dales, Malham village.

lnventor lnvention When

lohn Kay The Flying Shuttle 1755

James Hargreaves The Spinning Jenny 1764
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2b
2

2c

rf
IT
2 F You shouldnt add salt to food.
3 F You should eat 5 portions.
4T
5T
6T

IB,2C,3E,4A,5D

2d
I Yes, over one million children in the UK are obese.

2 You are more likely to suffer from heart disease and
diabetes.

3 He is a famous British chef who introduced the idea of
healthier school food in a TV programme.

4 They can contain large amounts ofprocessed fats and

sugars.

5 They should sell fresh fruit, nuts, popcorn (without any

added salt, sugar, fat or honey), water, fruit juices, and

yogurt drinks.
6 They can help educate students about diet, nutrition, and

healthy eating habits.

pp. s0-s1
rb
Christmas

lc
I something unchanged, in its natural state

2 rubbish, things to be thrown out
3 a place where rubbish is buried
4 earth
5 put in bins
6 a promise

rd
Lb,2c,3a

rf
A'5, 84, C2, D3, El

2t
Because people throw it on the floor instead of putting it in
the bin.

2b
I Millions of pounds.
2 lt's a specially-designed bin for chewing gum.
3 Things like drainage systems for football pitches.
4 It is easier to remove from pavements.
5 They could help pay to clean the streets with the money

they make from sales of gum.
6 The people who drop the gum on the ground instead ofin

a bin.

PP. s2-s3
rb
IC,2D, 38,4E,5A

lc
I Salaries, 2 Flood, 3 Standard of living, 4 Amenity

rd
1 Immigration is movement tg a country. Emigration is

movement from a country.
2 A push factor is a reason which makes you want to leave a

country.
3 A pull factor is a reason to make you attracted to another

country.
4 Refugees, rural-urban migration, international migration,

internal migration, and counter-urbanization.
5 Someone who moves to another country hoping for a better

standard of living.

2t
L F 27% of the population of Greater London was born

outside the United Kingdom.
2T
3 F It was the first Church for an Italian community to be

built outside Italy.
4T
5 F It is in fuly.

3a
Push factors: Poverty and unemployment in her village in
Italy. The desire to earn money for a dressmaking course, Pull
factors: She was attracted to the United Kingdom as her sister
Iived in London and there was a possibility of working in a

hospital.

3b
121,230*, November 1957,3 to find a job,4 no work,5
Victoria Station, 6 Nurse

pP. s4-s5
la
I A political body made up of countries in Europe, which has

a single market, and a common policy for trade agriculture
and fisheries between member states.

2 English.
3 The European Commission, The Council of the European

Union, The European Council, the European Central
Bank, the European Court offustice, and the European
Parliament.

4 Euro zone is the name given collectively to the 13 countries
who have replaced their national currencies with Euro
banknotes and coins.

513
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rb
I History of the European Union
2 The European Union today
3 People ofthe European Union
4 The European Institutions

le
a4,b3, c2, dl

2a
I The European Commission is the European executive

branch which means it is responsible for proposing new
laws.

2 The European Parliament is in Strasbourg and Luxembourg.
3 Elections take place every five years.
4 Euro zone is the name given collectively to the 13 countries

who have replaced their national currencies with Euro
banknotes and coins.

5 Europol is the European Union's instrument of law
enforcement.

PP. s6-s7

rb
2, r,4,6,3,5.

lc
I Oskar Schindler was a German industrialist.
2 A list of Jewish people that Schindler saved during the war.

These people were saved because they were chosen to work
in his factory and therefore protected from the Nazis,

3 He claimed they were skilled labourers and he protected
them in his factory.

4 He was very poor and survived on money given to him
from the fews he saved. He became a 'righteous among the
nations' in Israel.

5 The list is now in the Holocaust Museum of Yad Vashem in
Israel.

2b
Giorgio Perlasca - An Italian who saved the lives of 3,500 |ews
in World War II
Hungary - During the war he worked in Hungary
The Spanish Embassy - He went to the Spanish Embassy and
pretended he was the new Spanish Consul
The safe houses - He hid Iews in Safe houses in Budapest
protected by the Spanish Embassy
November 1944 -The Nazi's occupied Hungary
Safe conduct passes - Perlasca gave the Jews safe conduct
passes to leave Budapest
After the war - Perlasca returned to his family and did not
tell them about how he saved the fews. In 1980 a group of
Hungarian )ews tracked him down.
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Chiara: I visit London every year, and my favourite place is Covent
Garden. There are many street buskers in Covent Garden. These
are people who act or play music on the street. People who pass by
give them money. I enjoy sitting at a bar and watching them and
listening to their music. I love theatre, and there are many theatres
nearCoventGarden. The Royal Opera House is in Covent Garden.
It also has a fantastic open-air market which sells arts and crafts.
I love everything about Covent Garden but most of all I love the
atmosphere.

E-,=1!

Did you know...?
. Over 380 million people speak English as a fust language, in

countries such as the UK, the USA, Australia, Canada, New
Zealan{ and lreland. It is also a second language, and official,
language throughout the world, including India, Pakistan, South
Africa and the Philippines.

. However, English isnt the most commonly spoken native language
in the world. It is in third place behind Mandarin Chinese and
Spanish.

. The areas ofscience, business, aviation, entertainment,
technology, and diplomacyall use English as the main language of
communication,

. English spread around the world due to the influence of the British
Empire, and the importance of the United States, economically and
culturally, after World War II.

. More people study English as a foreign language in the European
Union than any other, then comes French, followed by German, and
Spanish.

The English language spread throughout the world mainly because
of the influence and spread of the British Empire, which at one point
contained approximately a quarter of the world's population.
The United States is the couatry with the highest population ofnative
English speakers. English speakhg settlers arrived in North America
in the lTth Century. Over the centuries, British and American English
have changed a lot and they are now different in a variety ofways,
including grammar, vocabulary, and pronunciation.
Noah Webster was a popular American author. In 1828, he wrote An
American Dictionary oJthe English Language.Noah wantedto show
that the people in the United States spoke a different style ofEnglish
from those in Britain. He also wanted to standardize and simplify the
spelling of American English. Some of the changes he made are still an
important part of American spelling today.

Will: Hello, I'm Will. I'm from Nottingham and I'm 15. In my free
time, I like playing football. I practise every day after school, and at
the weekends I usually have a match. I also play computer games a

Iot and watch TV My favourite TV programme s are The Simpsons
and CSI. Sometimes I go to the cinema with my friends, but we
usually rent DVDs instead and watch them at home because it's
cheaper. I like listening to music and reading books. My favourite
author is I K Rowling - I've read all the Harry Potter books.

Emily: Hi, my name's Emily. I'm 17 and I'm from Bath. In my
free time, I like surfing the Internet and chatting onJine with
my friends. I usually spend one or two hours every evening on
the Internet. I also like sending text messages. I send about 30-40
messages a day. I don't watch TV or read books very often, but I like
listening to music. My favourite singer is Robbie Williams. At the
weekends I usually meet up with my friends. I dont do much sport,
but sometimes I go swimming on Saturdays at the sports centre. My
mum thinks I spend too much of my free time using the computer,
she wants me to do more sport!

F4iI
You have to be l8 to vote in the UK, but many people think this should
be lowered to 16.

You can buy an alcoholic drink ifyou are over the age of 18. Some pubs
allow families inside and some dorft. Ifyou are having a family meal
in a pub, 16 and 17- year-olds are allowed an alcoholic drink with their
food. You can drink beer and wine when you are younger at home, but
only under adult supervision.
You have to be 18 to buy cigarettes. This used to be 16 but went up to 18

in2007.
You have to be 16 to drive a 50cc motorbike or scooter and 17 for a

motorbike over 50cc.

You can get married when you are 16, but only ifyour parents agree.

You can leave school when youte 16.

You can buy a National Lottery ticket when you are 16.

You can t get a tattoo until you are I 8 but you can have a bank account
as soon as you are born!

GEI=
The 27th April is the European Road Safety Day for young road users.
It's aim is to educate young road users to think more about road safety,

and to reduce by 50 percent the number ofroad accidents in Europe
within two years. Road accidents are the main cause of death in Europe
foryoung people berween the ages of l0 and 24.On27th April, many
schools in Europe organize special events, for example discussions,
workshops, and poster exhibitions to promote a road safety culture.

Each year 40,000 people die on the roads in Europe in road accidents.
One third of fatal accidents are caused by drivers driving too fast.
Other causes of accidents arq &inking and driving, or driving under
the effect ofdrugs or medicine; drivers and passengers not wearing
seat belts or moped riders not wearing a crash helmet, and road users
not respecting road signs or markings.

T'F,T
I will never forget my first day at secondary school. During the lunch
break a boy called Paul said he had a nickname for every person in
the class. My nickname was 'goat', because I had a double-chin and so
I looked like a goat. From that day on, all of my classmates called me
'goat'. No one called me Anthea. I replied with a poem I had learnt at
primary school, 'Sticks and stones will break mybones, but names will
never hurt me.' He did hurt me though, Everpime I heard the name
goat' I had terrible pains in my stomach. I thought it would only last
for a year, but it didrit. It went on right through until I left school - at
eighteen! My name was no longer Anthea it was 'goat'! After school
I went to college and eventually got a job as a fashion designer. I was
walking across a road in London one day when I heard a man on the
other side shout out 'Hello goat'l I couldilt beiieve itl

EL,l
Robert: My name is Robert and I go to St Thomas More's school

in Glasgow. We have to wear grey socks, grey trousers, and black
shoes. On top we have a grey jumper with a dark green V neck.
We also wear a grey or white shirt with a dark green tie and a
greyblazer. I dont like school uniform because I prefer to wear
fashionable clothes and I find my school uniform dull.

Sofia: I'm Sofia and I'm a student at Heywood school in Bath. My
school uniform is navy blue andyellow. We wear a yellow blouse,
and a navybluejumper, and a navy blue and green tartan skirt.
We also wear navy blue socks or tights with black shoes. We're
not allowed to wear earrings or training shoes. I like my school
uniform. Everyone wears the same colours and clothes so there is
no competition about who has the trendiest clothes.

Anthea: Hi My name's Anthea, and I go to Langham school in
London. The girls at my school wear a grey cardigan, grey skirt, a
white shirt and burgundy and yellow striped tie. The boys wear grey
trousers, a grey jumper and the same colow shirt andtie as the girls.
My uniform is very famous! It's the same colour as the Gryffindor
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uniform in the Harry Potter stories. I like wearing school uniform; I
don t have to think about what to wear every day!

rE.I
flranksgiving
People in the USA and Canada celebrate Thanksgiving every year. In
the USA, Thanlsgiving is on the fourth Thursday of November. The
festival marks the end ofthe harvest season and people usually eat
turkey andpunpkin pie. In 1620, a group of people called the Pilgrims
arrived in America in a ship called, the MayJlower. They were originally
from England but left as they didn't agree with the church's ideas.
Their frst winter il America was devastating and more than half of
them died. But the next year theyhad a good harvest and celebrated
with a feast giving thanls - together with the Infians who helped them
survive. Thanksgiving became a national holiday in America in 1853,
when President Lincoln decided the last Thursday in November would
be a national day ofThanksgiving.
In Canada, Thanksgiving is on the second Monday in October
and it is usually a three or four day weekend festival. The history of
Thanksgiving in Canada goes back to an English explorer, Martin
Frobisher, who established a settlement in Canada. In 1578, he
celebrated his survival ofthe long and dangerous journey from
England to North America with a formal ceremony. This was the first
Canadian Thankgiving.

Hogmanay
Hogmanay is the name given to the celebration of the New Year in
Scotland, The tradition ofFirst footing is associated with this. This
involves being the first person to enter a house immediately after
midnight, usually carrying gifts of coal andwhiskyto bring good
Iuck. A tall, dark, handsome man is supposed to bring the most luck!
Some people think this is because in the past, a man with dark hair was
welcome as people presumed he was Scottish; a blond or red-haired
man could have been an unwelcome Viking. At midnight, people sing
Auld Lang Syne, a traditional poem reinterpreted by the Scottish poet
Robert Burns. This is now sung in many countries. Edinburgh holds
one of the biggest and most famous Hogmanay celebrations. There is a
big street part and the celebrations usually last for four days, from 29th
Decemberto the lst January.

Bonfire Night
In 1605, there was a plot to blow up the Houses of Parliament in
London. Thirteen Catholic men, including Guy Fawkes, planned to
kill the Protestant King fames I and all the English politicians. They
thought the King was persecuting their religion. They put thirty-six
barrels of gunpowder in a cellar under the Parliament. However,
the King discovered the plot and sent his men to stop them. On the
5th November, 1605, they caught Guy Fawkes in the cellar with the
gunpowder. They tortured and executed him. After this, people lit
bonfues to celebrate the safety of the King. November 5th is cdled
Bonfire Night and it is celebrated every year by people in England with
fireworla and a big bonfre. Children make a puppet called a 'Guy' to
burn on the bonfire. Even today, when the Queen enters Parliament for
the State Opening of Parliament, it is traditional to search the cellars
before she enters.

Halloween
Halloween is celebrated on the 3lst October. Manypeople thinkit is
an America tradition, but the origins of Halloween are much older. It
was originally a Celtic festival called Samhain. The Celts celebrated
their NewYear on November 1st, yhich marked the end of the summer
and the beginning ofthe winter. They believed that the night before
the New Year, the boundary between the worlds of the living and the
dead became blurred and the ghosts ofthe dead returned to earth. The
Romans conquered the Celts and spread Christianity throughout their
Iands. Samhain became part of other Roman traditions that tookplace
in October, such as their day to honour Pomona, the Roman goddess
of fruit and trees. The symbol of Pomona is the apple, which might
explain the origin ofthe tradition ofbobbing for apples on Halloween.
It was a Christian tradition to dedicate a day to remembering saints
and martyrs and in 609AD, Pope Boniface IV designated May l3th as

this day, In 837AD, Pope Gregory IV changed the date to November
lst. This was called AII Saints' Day or AII Hallows'Day. The night
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before was All Hallows'Eve (Halloween). Irish immigrants brought
the custom of Halloween to America in the 1840s. Today, people in
many countries celebrate and go to Halloween parties and children go
from house to house knocking on doors chanting'Trick or Treat' and
people either give them some sweets to eat or the children play a trick
on them.

=t.2Hi my namet Sam and I'm from Melbourne, Australia. It's very hot and
sunny here at Christmas as it's our summer time. We have a Christmas
tree and I send Christmas cards to all my friends. On Christmas Eve,
I go with myfamilyto the Carols byCandlelightfestival. Thousands
ofpeople get together, Iight candles and sing Christmas carols, which
helps raise money for charities. On Christmas Day, $'e open our
presents in the morning, then we go to the beach to celebrate and we
have a barbeque. I love Christmas!

:t9.8

rili
I'm Australian. In Australia some people think that if you break a

mirroryou'll have seven years ofbad luck. To stop the bad luck you
have to burythe mirror in the garden. My mum thinks that if you spill
salt it brings bad luck. To stop the bad luck you have to throw some ofit
over your left shoulder. I'm not superstitious but I never walk under a

ladder.. . I touch wood to stop bad luck.

Mary
I'm American. Here in America the number thirteen brings bad luck.
I live in a tall apartment block which doesn't have a thirteenth floor.
Last year I went to New York on holiday. The plane didn't have a row
thirteen, and the hotel didilt have a room thirteen! My mom's very
superstitious. She believes you should always leave a house through the
same door as you enter!

Anne
I'm English. In England there are many superstitions involving
animals, for example a rabbit's foot brings good luck, and if the frst
thing you say on the fust day of the month is the phrase 'white rabbits'
- you'll have good luck. Itt lucky ifa black cat walks in front ofyou -
but this is considered unlucky byAmericans! My sister is superstitious.
She's getting married on Sunday. To have a happy marriage it's good
luck for brides to wear something old, something new, something
borrowed, and something blue on their wedding day.

Tl.0=1

Jessica: I'm 14 years old and I'm studying for my GCSEs at school. In
my free time, I do a lot of sport and I'm very interested in horse-riding.
I have a part time job working at the local riding stables. I work there
every Saturday morning. I start at 7a.m. and finish at l2a.m. I help
clean out the stables and brush t}re horses. It's quite hard work but I
love it. I don't get paid very much money, €2.00 an hour but they often
let me ride the horses in the afternoons, too.
Alex I've had a part time job since I was 13. I'm a paper boy and I
deliver papers to houses in my area every morning before I go to
school. It usually takes me less than an hour and I start at 7a.m. I have
a special rucksack to put the papers in and I go by bike as itt quicker
than walking. I get paid €1 0 a week. It's not a very exciting job and itt
terrible when it rains.
Isabel: I'm 16 and I work in a fast food restaurant on Saturdays. I work
from 8-4 p.m. and I have an hour for lunch. During the school holidays
I worktlere every day. I earn f,3.20 an hour. I like my job because I
meet lots of people, but it's very hard work.

=rOxford University is the oldest university in the English-speaking
world. It is situated in the city of Oxford in south-east England,
approximately 80 km from London. We don't know the exact date of
the foundation of the University, but we do know it developed rapidly
from I 167 onwards, when King Henry II stopped English scholars
studying at the University of Paris, because of an argument with
France.

In the l3th century, there was fighting between townspeople and

il



students in Oxford, so the University established its first halls of
residence where the students could Iive. These became colleges. There
are now 39 colleges and seven permanent private halls. Originally
these were for men, but in 1878, academic halls were established for
women, too. However, women became members of the University only
in 1920. Nearly all of the colleges admit both men and women now, but
otre college, St Hildat is currendy for women only.

Harvard University is the oldest university in the United States. It is
situated in Canbridge, Massachusetts, on t}re eastern coast of the
United States of America. Founded in 1636, the University started with
only nine students, but now has more than 18,000. Seven presidents
of the United States, including fohn Fitzgerald Kennedy and George
W. Bush, graduated from Harvard. Harvard is named after its first
benefactor, a man called fohn Harvard. When he died in 1638, he

Ieft his library ofabout 400 books and halfofhis money to the new
university. The Harvard librarytoday is one of the biggest in the world
and contains over 15 million book.

rx.=i
Megan: Hi George. How was your summer holiday?

George: Itwasgreat,thanks.
Megan: Whatdidyoudo?
George: I went to this fantastic summer camp where you could do

Iots of different water sports. I went canoeing and swimming

Megan:

George:

Meganr

George:

Megan:

everyday, I even tried surfing!

Oh really. Was it easy?

No it wasn t. I fell off lots of times.

That doesn't sound like much fun.
WeII, what did you do this summer?

I went to a camp where we didn't have to do any sport at all!
I did a lot ofpainting and photography, and I also learnt how
to make my own jewellery.

George: That doesn't sound very much fun to me.

Megan: It was much better than surfing!

FEi=
One of the most famous and successful female singers in the history
of pop music is Madonna. She became famous on MTV in the 1980s

and continues to use MTV to market her music. Millions of young
people go to her live performances all over the world, which are both
theatrical and musical productions. Her ConfessionsTour in 2006 was
one of the most successful tours ever by a female artist, with a global
audience of I.2 million. For the past 25 years she has sold millions of
copies of her albums world wide and her singles continue to reach
number one in the music charts. Madonna is averyversatile artist and
has also starred in films, written children's story books and has created
a fashion line for the store H&M called M by Madonna.

Madonna Louise Ciccone was born in Bay City Michigan in 1958.

Her father was an Italian-American from Pacentro in Abruzzo. She

was raised in a catholic family. Madonnat mother died in 1963. As a
child she persuaded her father to send her to ballet lessons and in 1978
when she finished high school she moved to New York to begin a dance
career. Madonna said when she went to New York it was the fust time
she had ever flown. She went to New York with 35 dollars in her pocket.
Today Madonna is one of the richest people in the world.

F*r
Many shoppers in the United Kingdom and the United States of
America shop in shopping centres. The biggest shopping centre in
Europe is the Metro Centre in Gateshead near Newcastle Upon Tyne
in the north-east ofEngland. It has 330 shops, an I I screen cinema
and a bowling alley. There are also over 50 restaurants, most open
late into the evening. The car park has space for 10,000 cars. Opening
hours at the centre on weekdays from 10.00 a.m. -9.00 p.m., on
Saturday from 9.00a.m. to 7.00p.m., and Sunday from I 1.00 a.m. to
5.00p.m. The biggest shopping centre near London is Bluewater in the
London Borough of Dartford, just outside the M25 motorway. Aside
from hundreds ofshops, Bluewater offers leisure facilities including a

climbing wall, fishing, cycling, boating, miniature golf, and ice skating.

T:15;1
The London Underground is the world's oldest and largest
underground system and covers most ofGreater London. It is called
the Underground but about 55% ofthe networkis above ground.

It has 275 stations and 12 interconnecting lines. Each line has a name
and a colour to represent it on the underground map, for example
the Victoria line is blue. The London Underground is also the longest
underground system in the world, with over 408 km oftrack. Three
million passengers travel on the London Underground every day.

Londoners call the Underground the Tube, after its tube-shaped
tunnels.

The tube's first passenger trains started in 1863 on the Central line.

During the Blitz, the aerial bombing of London in World War II,
Londoners to hide from the bombs by using the underground stations
as shelters during air raids and slept on platforms overnight. Air raid
sirens were a signal ofapproaching planes and for Londoners hide in
the underground stations.

The Underground does not run 24 hours a day. Track maintenance is

done at night, after the system closes. The frst trains start oPerating
shortly after 5 a.m., running until around I a.m. Rush hour is from 7.30

a.m. to 9.30 a.m. and from 4.30 p.m. to 6.30 p.m.

London is divided into six travel zones. Zone one is the most central
zone and zone six is the outer zone which includes Heathrow Airport.
The more zones you cross the more you pay on the Underground.
To travel on the underground, you can buy a daily ticket, or a daily
travel card or an Oyster card. This is a smart card with an electronic
chip that you can charge with credit, and use to pay for travel on the
Underground and on buses. It is the cheapest way oftravelling in
central London.

Most underground stations have escalators and stairs. The longest
escalator in Europe is at Angel station on the Northern line. It is 60
m in length, with a vertical rise of 27 .5m. People using the escalators

stand on the right-hand side, so those in a hurry can walk past them on
the left.

There are several safety announcements given to passengers who travel
on the underground. When the doors ofthe trains are about to close
you hear'stand clear of the doors please'. When the train stops in a

station where there is a gap between the train and the platform you can
hear the famous phrase,'Mind the Gap!'

-EEA
Over 2000 years ago the Greeks made a list of Seven Wonders ofthe
Ancient Worl4 all situated around the Mediterranean Sea. Out of the
seven, only one remains today: the Great Pyramid of Giza. In 2006,
a private organization in Switzerland decided to have a competition
to decide the New Seven Wonders of the World. The aims of the
competition were to draw attention to the world's cultural heritage and
to highlight the importance ofpreserving these special places.

People could vote for their favourite site by phone, text or Internet.
According to the organizers, there were more than 100 million votes
from all over the world. They announced the following winners in fuly
2007: the Colosseum in Italy, Chichen Itza in Mexico, the Taj Mahal
in India, Petra in Iordan, Machu Picchu in Peru, The Statue of Christ
the Redeemer in Brazil, and The Great Wall of China. The Pyramids of
Gizawere an honorary'New' Seven Wonder.

However, the results were controversial for a number ofreasons.
People could vote as many times as they liked which meant the
results wererit very accurate. For example, the population offordan is

under 7 million people, but there were over l4 million votes from the
country! In Brazil, telephone companies stopped charging people for
the phone calls and text messages in order to encowage them to vote.
Some people complained that not everyone in the world has access to
modern technology and the results only reflected the opinions of those
who use the Internet.
Whether you agree with the final winners or not, one thing is certain, it
was the first global competition of its kind!

T:[6-2
I It is a circle of large stones, built between 3100BC and 2000BC. It is

situated on Salisbury Plain in the south of England. No-one knows
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what it was for, but sorne people think it was a temple to the sun or
an astronomical calendar.

2 This huge statue in New York Harbour is a symbol of hope and
freedom, especially for all the people who emigrated here during
the 20th century. It was a gift from the French Government to the
United States.

3 This steel tower is the symbol of Paris, and France itself. It was the
tallest man-made structure in the world until the Empire State

Building was constructed. The tower is visited by six million people
everyyear.

4 Completed in 1973, this 20ft century building is one of the most
famous monuments in Australia. It is situated next to Sydney

Harbour Bridge. Many plays, operas and ballets are performed here.

+r==
Anthony Mark David Gormleywas born on the 30fi August 1950.

The youngest of seven chil&en, Gormley grew up in Hampstead. As
a teenager he moved to the north ofEngland, before doing a degree

at Trinity College, Cambridge. In l97l he travelled to India and Sri
Lanka, where he studied Buddhism - a journeywhich made a big
impression on the young artist, and influenced many of his creative

ideas.

When he returned to London in 1974, he studied many different kinds
ofart, before focusing on sculpture. Almost all ofhis work takes the
human form as its subject, with Gormley tryingto express the human
body as a 'place', not a 'thing', and linking personal experience to all
human beings - showing the collective nature of humanity.

In 1996 Gormleywon the Turner Prize, the most important award
in the UK for contemporary art. But unlike many British artists, not
many of Gormleyt works are in galleries. His most famous piece, The

Angel oJthe Norf&, is a 20 metre-high figure standing in a field near
Newcastle. An other Placefeaires 100 figures standing on a 3km long
beach near Liverpool; and Event Horizonhas3l life-sized bronze male
figures standing on top ofvarious buildings in London.

One of his most recent artworlc was Waste Man This was a 20 metre-
high figure made from 30 tonnes of waste material, which was burnt to
the ground by the artist during a festival in the summer of 2006.

Many travel companies are encouraging people to fly more. They
sayyou can flywithout having to worry aboutpollution and global
warming, by makingyour flight carbon neutral. All you have to do
is pay someone to plant some trees somewhere which helps reduce
carbon emissions, cancelling out the emissions your flight produces.
However, itt not that easy!

Tree-planting is a very popular example ofa carbon reducing initiative.
However, it isn't the solution. Trees only store carbon for a limited
amount of time and when they die, they return carbon to the air during
decomposition. Often companies force local people to leave their land
so they can plant trees there. Lots oftrees die due to lack ofwater and
proper care. Sometimes the trees planted are not indigenous to the area
and can be harmful for the local environment. It is better to invest in
other energy-saving projects such as developing alternative energies,
or better still, not to fly at all!

+t=g;t
It is a truth weli known to all the world that an unmarried man in
possession of a large fortune must be in need of a wife. And when such
a man moves into a neighbourhood, even if nothing is known about his
feelings or opinions, this truth is so clear to the surrounding families,
that they think of him immediately as the future husband of one or
other of their daughters.

'My dear Mr Bennet,' said Mrs Bennet to her husband one day, 'have
youheardthat someone is going to rent Netherfield Parkatlast?'
'No, Mrs Bennet, I haven tl said her husband,
'Don't you want to know who is renting it?' cried Mrs Bennet
impatiently.
'You want to tell me, and I don't mind listening.'
Mrs Bennet needed no further encouragement. 'Well, mydear, I hear
that heb a very rich young man from the north of England. It seems he
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came to see Netherfield on Monday and was so delighted with it that he
arranged to rent it at once. Ofcourse, it is the finest house in the area,

with the largest gardens. His servants will be here by the end of the
week, and he will be arriving soon afterwards!'
'What is his name?'asked Mr Bennet.
'Bingley.'

'Is he married or single?'
'Oh, single, my dear of course! A single man oflarge fortune - he has

an income of four or five thousand pounds a year. Howwonderfirl for
our girls!'
'Why? How can it affect them?' Mr Bennet asked.

'My dear Mr Bennet,' she replied, 'how can you be so annoyingl You
must realize I'm thinking of his marrying one of our daughtersl

'Is that his purpose in coming to the area?'

'His purpose? No, of course not. But it's verylikely that hdll fall in love
with one of them. And I want him to see the girls as soon as possible,

before our other neighbours introduce themselves.

Gig=
People usually choose their own marriage partner in most countries of
the western world. However, arranged marriages do still happen. An
arranged marriage in India is where the wedding is organized by the
parents of the bride and groom. They choose the person who their son
or daughterwill marry. Many Indian families who have settled outside
India still have this tradition. Often the most important aspect is the

bond between the rwo families, rather than the relationship between
the couple being married. Property or land with the aim ofsecuring
social status sometimes secures marriage agreements.

Supporters ofthe custom say that divorce rates are lower in arranged
marriages. This is because parents are better able to choose a suitable
partner for their children.
The argument against arranged marriages is that the pressure of
society as a whole, and from the two families concerned, keep the
marriage together whether it is successful or not. Divorce therefore is

not an option.
Being part oftwo cultures can be hard. Young people born in the
United Kingdom, but from an Indian family, can find this particularly
difficult if their modern western lifestyles clash with their parents
hopes andwishes.

Manyyoung Indian people living in Britain know that one day they
will agree to an arranged marriage. To deny their parents this would
be a sign of deep disrespect. Many families are able to discuss the issue
and reach compromises. They let the couple meet before the wedding
day and make sure that theylike each other. Couples are matched in
terms of education, economic background, and experience, a similar
caste, or social class associated with the Hindu religion. Some families
ask'matchmakers' to help them find suitable husbands or wives for
their children. Since the traditional Hindu society and its caste system
didn t allow dating or free mixing ofthe sexes, the arranged marriage
was the only form of marriage in the society.

It is also important to make clear a distinction between arranged
marriages, where the man and women give their consent to be married,
and marriages that are arranged without the consent ofthe individuals
involved. These are called Forced Marriages and are against the law in
the United Kingdom. Arranged marriages are different from forced
marriages. Some young people find themselves being forced into
marriage by their families when they go abroad.

T2{ l
fohn Kaywas born in Lancashire in the North ofEngland. In 1733, he
invented the flying shuttle. For centuries, weaving involved passing
a shuttle slowly backwards and forwards from one hand to the other,
across the loom. Large looms needed two weavers to throw the shuttle.
The flying shuttle was a simple boat-shaped piece ofwood, with a

thread attached to it. One weaver, on their own, pulled a leaver and
automaticallyknocked the shuttle from one side of the loom to the
other. This meant the weaving process was much faster than before.
John Kays home was attacked by textile workers who were angry that
his inventions might take work away from them. Kay Ieft England and
went to live in France, where he died a poor man in around 1780.
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fames Hargreaves was a weaver in a small village in Lancashire in
the North ofEngland. In 1764, he inventedthe SpinningJenny. This
invention allowed weavers to spin eight threads at once instead of
one using the same wheel. Later on, on this was increased from eight
to eightythreads. Lots ofpeople copied his invention without paying
him any 6snsy because Hargreaves did not apply for a patent for his
Spinning Ienny until 1770. When he died in 1778, there were more
than 20,0ffi Spinning Ienny machines in Britain.

E-i.=
Mary - I think tourists are a good thing. I live in Malham in the
Yorkhire Dales National Park, which is near Leeds in Yorkshire.
The park is very beautifirl with lots of pretty villages and hills. Many
tourists come to visit the park Theybring a lot of money to Malham,
when theyvisit the town. I have a shop in Malham and every summer
when it is busy I employ two extra people to help me. I think tourism is
positive, it's a very good thing for the park
fohn -About 18,000 people live in the Yorkshire Dales national park,
in an area about 70 kilometres wide. Everyyear about 8 million visitors
come to the area everyyear which is a nightmare. I am a farmer, and
the tourists walk over the fields leaving rubbish, and often they leave
gates open so t}te animals wander arf,ay. You c.rn never find anywhere
to parkyour car. Malham is averypopular area. Too manypeople
come and visit it. Houses here are expensive now and my son can t
afford to buy one! I think the number of visitors to Malham should be
limited.

g.2EE

Guglielmo Marconi
He was born near Bologna in 1874. As a boy he was very interested
in physics. In 1895, he began laboratory experiments in his father's
house and he succeeded in sending wireless signals over a distance
of nearly two kilometres. He tried to interest the Italian Ministry of
Posts and Telegraphs in his invention, but they were not interested
so he went to England. In 1896, he met the Engineer-in-Chief of the
British Post Office and he demonstrated his wireless signals in London
and on Salisbury Plain. In 1897, he obtained a patent and established
the Wireless Telegraph and Signal Company Limited, which opened
the worldt first radio factory in England in 1898. In 1901, he
demonstrated that wireless waves were not affected by the curvature
of the Earth and he transmitted his first wireless signals across the
Adantic between Cornwall and Newfoundland. He received the
Nobel prize for physics in 1909. In 1931 he began research into shorter
waves, resulting in the opening in 1932 of the world's frst microwave
radiotelephone link between the Vatican City and the Pope's summer
residence at Castel Gandolfo.

ftomas Edison
He was born in Milan, Ohio in 1847. He developed many devices that
greatly influenced life around the world including the phonograph
and the long-lasting light bulb. He was one ofthe first inventors to
apply the principles of mass production to the process of invention. He
made the first public demonstration of his incandescent light bulb in
December 1879. He famouslysaid "We will make electricityso cheap
that only the rich will burn candles". In 1 882, he switched on the first
steam generating power station at Holborn Viaduct in London. This
provided electricity supplies to street lamps and several private houses
within a short distance.

i==
Itt very important to have a balanced diet which means eating the right
amount of the right rype of food. The food pyramid illustrates how
much we need of each food type in order to have a healthy diet. We
should eat avariety offood from each ofthe main food groups.

The largest group, carbohydrates, includes food like bread, potatoes,
pasta, and rice. These provide our body with its main source ofenergy.
We should eat 6-1 1 portions a day. A portion is the size of the palm of
a hand.

Fruit and vegetables are the second largest group. Foods such as apples,
oranges, pears, and tomatoes are an important source offibre and
help to provide the body with vitamins and minerals. We should eat 5

portions a day.
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Two groups, dairy and proteins, make up the third layer ofthe food
pyramid, We should eat 3-4 portions a day of dairyproducts such as

milk, yogurt and cream as these are an important source ofcalcium
for healthy bones and teeth. Proteins include meat, fish, nuts, eggs

and vegetarian alternatives like tofu. These are important for growth
and help to build muscles, and we should eat 2-3 portions a day. The
smallest group at the top of the pyramid is food high in oils, fats, and
sugars such as ice-cream, mayonnaise, olive oil, chocolate, and crisps.
They are not essential for a healthy diet and we should eat them rarely,
in small amounts, once a day at most.

T2:a:,f
The average household in the UK throws away l.2 tonnes ofrubbish
every year, which is 30 million tonnes in totaMor every tonne of
rubbish produced in our homes, we also have to calculate the rubbish
that is produced in manufacturing the things we buy and throw away,

and the raw materials needed to make them in the first place.

The amount of rubbish we produce, and how we dispose of it, is a big
environmental problem. At present, we only recycle a small amount of
our household waste and most of it still goes into Iandfill sites. These

sites are not ideal as we are rapidly running out ofspace for them, and
the waste can contaminate the surrounding soil and produce harmful
gases like methane. We also have to find new resources to replace ones
we have thrown out.

We have to find ways to recycle more, but also ways to reduce our
rubbish. We need to change our habits and what better time to do this
than at Christmas, when we produce even more rubbish than at other
times of the year. Waste less, recycle morel This should be everyone's
New Yeart Resolution.

t&i.t
My name is Elisa Di Benedetto. I used to live in Castel Di Ieri a hill
town in the Abruzzo region of Italy. After World War II there was no
work for young people in my village and so we had to find work in
other countries. I didn t want to leave Italy as I love my country and my
village but I needed money to pay for a dressmaking course. I wanted
to be a dressmaker and my mother could not pay for my course. So

I decided to leave Italy for one year to earn enough money for the
course. I chose to go to England because my sister was working in
London and she said there were Iots ofjobs there. I went to London
when I was 2l years old and arrived there on the 30th November 1957.1
travelled to England by train and boat. I was frightened on the boat on
the English Channel. I had never seen the sea beforel I was very happy
to see my sister Pierina at Victoria Station. When I got to England I
worked at Grove Road Hospital, and after two years I began training to
be a nurse. At first life was very difficult. I couldn t speak any English
and I didrit like English food. After l0 months I met Raymond and we
got married and now 52 years later I am still in England!

The European Commission is the European Uniont executive
branch which means it is responsible for proposing new laws. It has a

commissioner from each member state. The European Commission is
based in Brussels.

The Council of the European Union 1s made up of one minister
(responsible for the European Union law being proposed) from each
member state, For example, a law regarding agriculture would be
treated by a Councii composed of the national ministers for agriculture
from each member state. The presidency ofthe council changes
between member states every six months.
The European Parliament is made up of representatives elected by the
citizens of the European Union. Elections take place every five years.
The European Parliament meets in Strasbourg and Luxembourg. The
European parliament meets to discuss the legislation proposed by the
European commission.

The European Court offustice is made up ofjudges from each
member state. A president is elected from the judges. The European
Court ofJustice has the last word on Union law. European Union law
is the fust, and only, example of a supranational legal framework.
Laws are only passed at European level when these are more effective
comparedto the legislation of the member states.
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TheEuropean Central Bank (ECB) controls the monetarypolicy
within the Euro Zone (the 13 member states that adopted the Euro as

their national currency). It was established in 1998 and it is based in
Frankfirrt, Germany.

Europol is the European Union instrument of law enforcement and
fighting racism. This also includes the areas ofillegal immigration and
political asyluo- It dso hdps provide criminal intelligence for member
states.

Since the establishment ofthe European Union there have been no
wars between ih member countries!

To become a member of the European Union, a country must be a

democracy. It is very important that the country has a good record
on human rights without the death penalty. It must be able to follow
European Union rules and regulations.

Giorgio Perlasca was an Italian who saved tlre lives of 3,500 Iews.
During World War II, he worked in Hung".y. In 19,14 the Nazi's
occupied Hungary and Perlascawentto the Spanish Embassy in
Budapest, At the embassyhe worked with the Spanish Ambassador
helping |ews to hide in'safe houses'in the city and to get out of the
country.

When the Spanish Ambassador Ieft Hungary in November of 19,14, the
Hungarian government wanted to remove the |ews from the Spanish
Embassy, and close the tafe houses'in the city.

Perlasca immediately announced that the ambassador was going to
return soon, and that he was the new Spanish consul, so the |ews could
remain.

Throughout the wintet Perlasca hid and fed thousands offews in
Budapest, and gave them safe conduct passes out of the city.

After tlre war, Perlascawentback to Italy and didnt tell anyone
(including his family) what he had done. This remained a secret until
1980, when agroup of Hungarian |ews foundhim.
Giorgio Perlasca died in 1992. He received decorations from the
Italian, Hungarian, and Spanish governments and is considered by
Israel as one of the'Righteous Among the Nationsl A film has been
made about the life of Perlasca during the war, called Perlasca - an
Italian hero.
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